MOTHER’S DAY, MAY 9
"AS ONE WHOM HIS MOTHER COMFORTETH..."

(Isaiah 66:13a)

The book of the prophet Isaiah is one of the most sublime prophecies found in any language. Profound in vision, magnificent in feeling, seeking to justify God's plan of redemption, it rises far above the moods of men and soars with ease right through to the divine promise of "Ho, every one that thirsteth, come ye to the waters . . .:"

The marks of antiquity are attached to this prophecy, yet with simplicity of purpose Isaiah remains contemporary as he chooses truth and originality in his ideas and freshness in his approach. It is entirely worthy of the towering, yet tender, prophet who "saw the Lord . . . high and lifted up" (Isaiah 6:1).

So deep and true is this divinely inspired revelation that it reaches us in all phases of our lives. When we read it in our hours of heartbreak, there is nothing remote about it. Isaiah turns us, in our sorrow, to the eternal God and lifts the curtain of death and time. When life tumbles in around us, Isaiah's words rekindle for us a calm, deep faith in God and His providences. In this day of devastating distresses and times of crises, Isaiah restores unto us a complete confidence in a changeless God.

The flavor and ideas of this book are rich to the spiritual taste. They show us that Isaiah rested in a God whose faithfulness never failed. It will help and sustain us during these days to fall back upon the supreme certainties of Isaiah as, in one arresting pen picture after another, he stresses how transient life and its relationships are in contrast to the steadfastness of the Lord.

So often we expect too much from our human relationships in life. Hear the prophet, as he voices one of the irresistible truths to be found in his book, As one whom his mother comforteth, so will I comfort you . . . (Isaiah 66:13), using as a simile one of the most lasting and best proved of our human relationships. There is no kinship on earth quite like that of a mother and her child, for there is an endearing tenderness in mother love that transcends all other affections of human life.

The wonder of a mother's comfort is the result of her relationship to her child—the outcome of her knowledge and understanding of the child. The true mother studies and watches her children with loving-kindness and knows all about their frailties and needs. She knows how to strengthen them when they are weak and to heal them when they are wounded.

Blessed is the child who grows up assured of the love of an understanding mother. A mother's comfort is the expression of that love. Because a mother loves her children, she seeks to comfort and strengthen them in their time of need, not from a sense of duty, but because of love's sweet compulsion.

Let us, in contrasting the constancy and comfort of our mothers' love to that of our Heavenly Father, rest in the assurance that He knows all about us and that we are safe and secure in the perfect understanding of Him whose name and nature are love—and remember, as one whom His mother comforteth, so will He comfort us.
No artist ever loved beauty as God loves it. One look into the western sky as the sun is setting, a look at the towering mountains, rugged cliffs, and entrancing valleys, and you are convinced that God loves beauty. A close examination with a microscope of the tiny flowers at your feet will reveal exquisite beauty.

God is a Lover of spiritual beauty, and He has made every provision necessary for man to enjoy it here and now. Men who are unholy in desires, ambitions, and intentions, by the grace of God, may be so changed that the beauty of holiness is seen in their transformed lives.

True holiness is beautiful. This is indicated by the Psalmist when he said: "Let the beauty of the Lord our God be upon us" (Psalms 90:17), and, "Worship the Lord in the beauty of holiness" (96:9).

The old axiom, "True beauty is more than skin-deep," is applicable to the beauty of holiness. Holiness beautifies the spirit and attitude of the people of God. It is in this area that holiness is most desirable.

Whatever else holiness is, it is beautiful. Whatever else your life may be, if it is not beautiful, it is not holy. Holiness and beauty go together; you cannot have one without the other.

Holiness is the opposite to sin. Sin is filthy; holiness is clean. Sin is darkness; holiness is light. Sin is a disease; holiness is health. Sin is ugly; holiness is beautiful.

Beauty attracts. So does holiness. Everyone is drawn to that which is beautiful. What is more attractive than a holy life? If you profess to have holiness and yet are not attracting others to Christ, there is something wrong. True holiness will act like a magnet and draw others to Christ. If this is not true in your case, perhaps you still have a "root of bitterness" (Hebrews 12:15) which needs to be removed.

A beautiful life is sweet. If you are sour on life, you are not holy. Holiness and a sour disposition do not go together.

You do not have to lose your sweetness as you grow older. Your life can be just as beautiful at 60 as at 20.

This experience removes from the life the impetuous hurry, the murmuring at the delays of providence. It enables the possessor to remain calm when opposed, content in the midst of hardship, and tolerant toward those who disagree.

There is a Christlike beauty in the kindness, the
long-suffering, the forbearance, and the mild manner that marks its possessor as being a citizen of another world.

Holiness is a thing of beauty. Christian living need not be drab, dull, and dead. It can be, and should be, full of life, love, and light.

Holiness will neutralize the problems that arise, harmonize the potential of the church, and glorify the perspective of each individual Christian.

Let it be remembered that holiness of heart is not "land's end." It is not consummation; it is a good beginning. To think of it as a goal means stagnation. It is the dawn of a new day, not the noontide of dazzling brilliance.

As the path of holiness is followed, there will appear new mountain ranges to possess, new treasure chests to open, new beauties to enjoy. Let it be emphatically said that holiness is the dawning of a new day that has no eventide. It shall change from glory to glory until its splendor blends with the light of the city that needs no sun.

It has been said, "A thing of beauty is a joy forever." And there is nothing more beautiful than holiness. How beautiful is your life?

By Milo L. Arnold
Colorado Springs

I t always seemed to me that my mother was a little different from other mothers. Possibly it was because she was my mother. Being mother of a boy such as I would make any mother different. However, she rose to the occasion with noble heroism and I am forever in her debt.

Her home remedies would look ridiculous to today's doctors and nurses, but somehow we children always got well.

The dishes she used and the preparations she served would look a little plain on today's tables, but they completely satisfied a boy's hunger and made eating a long remembered pleasure.

Her disciplines would seem a little stern to children today, but they taught two boys and two girls to discipline themselves with at least reasonable prudence.

Mother's background in sociology would not pass an examination before today's boards, but she managed to use it to rear children who have loved people, enjoyed friends, and found simple places of acceptance and trust among their peers.

Her psychology would not find its definitions and terms in modern books, but by some means she taught her sons and daughters that to love God with all their hearts and to love their neighbors as themselves was a healthy practice.

She believed that resentments were poison and that to forgive was noble.

She taught that learning to use what you have is more important than crying for what you do not have.

She was odd, but I loved her.
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Working jigsaw puzzles used to be more widely enjoyed than it is now. There was a day when it was the popular "rage." Perhaps one reason it was so popular in yesteryear was because it was a stimulating way to while away the segments of time that always were abundant in a more isolated, family-centered culture.

At our house we still find working puzzles a challenging experience, especially on a long winter evening when we're snowed in. It is when you're finding time to work through a few jigsaw puzzles that you get a clearer understanding of a phrase people use quite often—"the puzzle of life." Life is a puzzle, with some pieces turned up and some turned down. But in all cases, thank God, life and destiny are choice, not chance.

The words of John 15:16 come to mind. As J. B. Phillips translates them they're most intriguing: "It is not that you have chosen me; but it is I who have chosen you. I have appointed you to go and bear fruit that will be lasting; so that whatever you ask the Father in my name, he will give it to you."

A few years ago I received a letter from a Nazarene serviceman in Vietnam, and his words underscore what so universally plagues us all in the subconscious (and sometimes in the conscious) strata of our minds: the great puzzle of life, and filling in that puzzle.

The soldier witnessed to the fact that God had blessed him in every hot ditch when the whole world sounded as if it were going to be torn apart, and told of the calm assurance the presence of the Holy Spirit brings. Then he closed his letter with a universal question, but also a Christian answer: "And still I wonder, Why me? And all I can do is plead the Blood."

And I ask: Who could plead more? For the Scripture says that God, through Christ, chose us. His divine election, before even the world was founded, was that all who believe on the Lord Jesus Christ should be saved. And you, by the grace and mercy of God, have exercised your freedom of will and have received Christ—or you can, if you elect to do so today.

But life does not stop at this great watershed of spiritual choice. Very much lies beyond that decisive moment, and much of it is puzzling. In the natural frenzy of human living, how do we work out the implications of that spiritual crisis? How do we fill in the puzzle, the great unknown?

It is evident that we fill in by first getting the frame or the border intact. This we must do daily, as we tarry at the altar of devotion. The habitual communion of our spirits and minds with the eternal God is the frame which gives meaning to the expanding content.

We recognize that Christ's person and work are the ground of all our spiritual position and strength. Through the fellowship hour of Bible reading and prayer, we keep the border interlocked.

It is also evident that the pieces of the "unknown" are fitted properly into the whole by constant comparison with the original. We best know how to relate each element of life suddenly turned up, by constant comparison with the purity of our Saviour. Many unwholesome combinations are thus averted.

By continual reference of the parts of our day with His great example of prayer, we are enabled to fill it with joy. It is revealing to see that prior to every significant choice our Saviour made He drew aside in prayer.

It is also evident that the puzzle of life is filled in by attempting the unknown. There are times when our limited insight cannot predict a fitting,
but we must attempt it. It is still true—that perhaps it's a platitude to say it—that he who has never made a mistake has never accomplished anything.

The Christian must be willing to take spiritual risks for the sake of the Kingdom. He attempts tasks that on the human level may involve failure, but all the while he realizes that God's help will prove adequate. He stands on the promise of Christ that, every time he asks according to the nature and will of the Saviour, he will receive. He is content also to grant time for fruit to appear and mature, since this never happens in a day. Therefore he prays for the grace and wisdom to wait for the moment when the pieces that lie unused on the table of life will best fit into the scheme that he, under God, is finishing.

As in puzzle working, a mature Christian has learned the value of working some sections by themselves. He is able to avert a great deal of frustration that comes from not being able to see (at the moment) the way a segment fits into the overall scheme.

Such saints have truly found the reality of Romans 8:28, that great promise which tells us that in all things God works together for good to those who love Him. As often happens in working a jigsaw puzzle, suddenly with the dropping of one more tiny piece into a segment, one is able to see how it fits into the whole.

Life’s puzzle is filled only a day at a time. But let us remember that, in the filling, destiny is choice, not chance.

Pocket Edition:
Twenty-third Psalm

Beneath me—green pastures.
Beside me—still waters.
With me—my Shepherd.
Before me—a table.
Around me—mine enemies.
Trailing me—goodness and mercy.
Beyond me—the house of the Lord, forever!

—Jean L. Phillips

THE GENTLE FRIEND

“Look at what I’ve found!” I handed my husband an old album of photographs taken in the early days of our marriage.

Among them was a picture of our first house, rented furnished—and shared later for several months with the owner.

There was a good likeness of that elderly gentleman, too. A stocky man with a shock of gray hair, he stood with our dog cradled in his arms and a stern expression on his face.

I remembered trying to capture his typical smile. Impossible. He recollected the old times, when one had to freeze in order not to ruin the shot. Each time I pressed the shutter button, he instantly stiffened and the grin disappeared.

He had reason to appear solemn, even bitter, but he wasn’t. Some who’ve lost less whine and growl more—going through life making themselves and everyone around them suffer.

This elated Christian amazed me. In the first place, very few folks would invite newlyweds to take over their home, as he did, while he spent the winter in Florida. Secondly, how many men would attempt to live with them during the summer and eat a bride’s cooking? He was generous—and brave, too.

He frequently recalled for us the years gone by. His wife was spoken of as though she’d stepped out of the house only moments before on a short errand somewhere.

The years of agony they both went through as he cared for her during her terminal cancer were not forgotten. Nor was the World War II death of their only son shortly before her passing. His family was gone and it hurt.

Somehow, though, his pain had mellowed in the greater thankfulness for the precious years they’d had together. He picked the memories he wished to live with and he chose the happy, the fine, the tender moments to remember.

I have never forgotten the trusting, almost childlike prayers he offered at our table. They were always filled with praise and ended in the same earnest request, “And keep us until we can be with Thee in heaven...”

I think of him when tempted to complain. The remembrance makes me ashamed. Then it quickens in me a feeling I would desire to have more abundantly.

It’s that blessed quality I call “the grateful heart.”

By Rosemary Lee
Worthington, Ohio
Proverbs 31:10-31 is a portrait of ideal and worthy womanhood. No finer portrait of godly womanhood can be found in all the literature of the world. None is more accurate, more challenging, more relevant, or more rewarding. It is the biblical idea of true womanhood.

The portrait begins with a question—sincere, searching, and selective. The answers are solid, substantial, and satisfying. They deal with the three major areas of a woman's life: the physical, the mental, and the spiritual. They cover her character, her conduct, and her concerns. Each area is covered carefully, comprehensively, correctly, completely, and charmingly. The ideas are tried, truthful, and timely. They are worthy, workable, and winsome.

Abridgments of this portrait are found in Luke 1:13; Acts 12:12; 1 Timothy 2:11 and 5:10-14; Titus 2:3-5; 1 Peter 3:1-6; and II John.

Illustrations are found in the lives of:
- Sarah, the wife of Abraham;
- Rachel, the beloved wife of Jacob;
- Jochebed, the watchful mother of Moses, who feared not the king's commandment;
- Ruth, the Moabitess wife of Boaz, the rich farmer of Bethlehem, the great-grandmother of David, and ancestress of Jesus;
- Hannah, the prayerful, God-worshipping mother of Samuel;
- Esther, the young, courageous wife of Ahasuerus, world monarch and king of Persia;
- Elisabeth of the hill country of Judea, mother of John the Baptist;
- Mary of Nazareth, the virgin mother of Jesus;
- Martha and Mary of Bethany, the home where Jesus often found a haven of rest;
- Dorcas, mainstay of the church at Joppa, whom Peter raised from the dead;
- Priscilla, refugee from Rome, who befriended Paul, the missionary to Corinth;
- Eunice and Lois, mother and grandmother of Timothy.

Let us now look at the full-length portrait as sketched by King Lemuel, according to the prophecy (teaching) that his mother taught him. An image of a godly woman done in poetry.

The question:
**WHO CAN FIND A VIRTUOUS WOMAN?**

The answers:
- Her value—far above rubies.
- Her integrity—the heart of her husband safely trusts in her.

Her goodness—does her husband good and not evil all the days of her life.
- Her industry—works willingly with her hands.
- Her foresight—buys a field, plants a vineyard.
- Her strength—girds her loins with strength, and makes her arms strong.
- Her liberality—opens her hands to the poor, and reaches out to the needy.
- Her household—not afraid of the snow; they are clothed with scarlet.
- Her charm—makes herself coverings of fine linen and purple.
- Her husband—an asset to his position among men.
- Her clothing—strength and dignity, laughs at the future; faces it with joy and confidence.
- Her speech—the essence of wisdom and the law of kindness.
- Her concern—looks well to the ways of her family; spurns the bread of idleness.
- Her children's testimony—**THEY RISE UP AND CALL HER BLESSED.**
- Her husband's testimony—**"MANY DAUGHTERS HAVE DONE VIRTUOUSLY, BUT THOU EXCELLEST THEM ALL."**
- Her secret—neither favor, nor beauty, but THE FEAR OF THE LORD.
- Her reward—**"GIVE HER OF THE FRUIT OF HER HANDS; AND LET HER OWN WORKS PRAISE HER IN THE GATES."**
- Wives should read this scripture every day for a month—a tremendous morale builder.
- Husbands should read it every day for a month—a deeper appreciation of the worth of true Christian womanhood might sink in.

Teen-agers should memorize it—a better understanding of a Christian home might dawn on them.

Young women contemplating marriage should read it often. No better premarital counseling anywhere in the world. A senior in one of my college classes stated that this was the last scripture her mother read to her just before her marriage.

Brides should read it often—it will smooth many a rugged path, and avoid many a misunderstanding.

Young mothers should read it often—it will help them in the greatest business in the world, raising their children.

Young fathers should read it often—they share equal responsibility for home and children.

Everybody should read it often. It is GOD'S IDEAL FOR TRUE WOMANHOOD!
Mother could have been ordained into the ministry. The board which ordained my father asked Mother to be ordained with him. She had completed the course of study, was an excellent public speaker, was attractive—and would have been a powerful minister of the gospel.

"No," said my mother. "God has already put my congregation into my hands. [She had two small daughters.] If I lose them to the Kingdom, no matter how many others I win, my ministry would still be a failure. I will work with my husband, participate in revivals, but he is to be the ordained minister. I am first a mother, then a minister."

Other children were born into the home. There were seven in all—two sets of twins. But three of the boys died in infancy.

To see my mother’s priorities work was amazing to the neighbors. On a Sunday afternoon when we were not allowed to romp and play as on other days, the neighborhood children collected at our house. Mother, instead of resting, would read to us, tell Bible stories, guide us into fun-filled religious activities. Nor did it interfere with her helping Dad in the night service.

I can remember on other days when we couldn’t think of things to play, Mother would leave her housework to play with us. Sometimes she would say, "Now how would you like to play with me? We’ll play washing dishes." And we did!

Sometimes there were long talks. It reminds me of Susanna Wesley’s technique. Mother mastered it, too. Whether she was inspired by John Wesley’s mother, I do not know. But there were times when I dreaded those talks. If I had done something I thought was "bad," I knew before the talk was over Mother would find it out.

She usually did—but the feeling of her forgiveness, and, after a prayer, the knowledge of God’s forgiveness, bring precious memories of my childhood.

"Train up a child in the way he should go . . . " The Proverbs 22:6 passage meant to Mother working at the job—with God. She illustrated it with her climbing rose.

I watched her one day as she rescued the young rose tendrils reaching for the dirt. With tender
care she trained them up onto a trellis my dad had built.

"You see," she explained, "it is the nature of this rose to climb. But it cannot climb unless it has something to climb up on—and someone to get it started up. Otherwise it stays down in the dirt."

This could be the heart of her philosophy. She was a woman of prayer. She believed in God's power. But she also knew human nature. She realized that there must be the gardener's touch to keep it climbing—especially when lives are young.

I've heard her speak to parents' groups decrying the fact that some people mistakenly turn their children over to the Lord to do it all. She pointed out that God could not do the work He expected parents to do.

One illustration usually came into focus at this point. The gardener took a vacant lot which had been used for dumping rubbish. It was an eyesore.

With backbreaking care he transformed the spot into a paradise of blooming flowers.

One day a man passed and commented, "My friend, God has given you a beautiful garden."

"Yes," said the gardener, "I am very grateful for His help—but did you see this lot when He had it by himself?"

Once in my days as a traveling evangelist a person asked, "How did it happen that all four of you [three sisters and one brother] turned out to be Christians? You seem so zealous in the Lord's work."

My answer, "Well, it didn't just happen . . ."

I guess you could say, "It was because of my mother's priorities."

Mother continued to preach—even though she was not ordained. And her consecrated life was the best sermon of all. In every neighborhood in which she lived, her personal ministry resulted in many being won to the Lord—including an avowed infidel.

"... let us not hold aloof from our church meetings, as some do. Let us do all we can to help one another's faith, and this the more earnestly as we see the final day drawing ever nearer."

(Hebrews 10:25, Phillips)

Why Go to Church?

Now that the Lenten season and Easter Sunday are over for another year, many will feel that it isn't so important or urgent for them to attend church.

And the reasons they will give for not attending will be many and varied.

"I just didn't find what I was looking for," said a young graduate student explaining why he quit attending church.

But what should one look for in church?

Beautiful music? Perhaps—but one can find that at home on his stereo. Lovely surroundings? Could be—but one can find those at the lake or in the mountains or on the golf course. Interesting speaker? Maybe—but one can hear just as good (or even the same one) at Kiwanis.

Then too, some attend church looking only for something to criticize. The Pharisees were like that. They were in church one Sabbath when Jesus was there. "And they watched him," the Bible says, "that they might accuse him."

The Pharisees didn't go to church that day to get help, or to commune with God, or to give and get comfort. They went to criticize; to find fault; to find something, in somebody, that could be used to discredit, to belittle, or to excuse their own hypocrisies.

The services in the synagogues of Jesus' day left much to be desired. They were formal, dead, unattractive. But the Scriptures were read, the psalms were sung, and it was a specific time set aside for the worship of God—and Jesus was there, "as was his custom."

And in addition to example and influence, those are still good reasons for going to church.

RADIO SERMON OF THE MONTH

■ By C. William Fisher
We should go to church, for instance, to hear God’s Word.

All week we hear words blaring from the radio and television. We see words staring at us from our magazines and newspapers. We are forced to listen to the loud, brassy, and sometimes smutty words of those around us. It is so easy to become surfeited with the secular and the secondary and the sensual.

Isn’t it wonderful that there is a day, a particular day, set aside each week to hear the Word, the life-giving, life-quickening Word of God!

For God’s Word is like a fresh breeze blowing away the things that are trivial, or cheap, that clutter our lives. It is like a refreshing rain, cleansing the polluted atmosphere of our days.

But then again, we should go to church to worship God.

There are always those, of course, who say, “But I can worship God at the beach”; or, “among the flowers”; or, “in the mountains”; “Besides, I don’t care much for the preacher,” or, “the music,” or, “the people”—and so the flimsy excuses go on and on.

Jesus prayed and worshipped in a garden, too—and by the seashore, and in the mountains. But He also went to church on the Sabbath, and so was not only the occasion of the Christian Sabbath, but the Example of what to do on the Sabbath—and attendance at church was an important and regular part of His observance of the Sabbath.

The symbols, the singing, the sermon are not ends in themselves; they are means to the end that God becomes more real.

Anyone can sing about Christ, or teach about Him, or preach about Him, or recite prayers to Him. But to see Him, to know Him, to love Him, to worship Him, to become more deeply involved in His purposes, His plans—that can be and should be a compelling reason for going to church.

And that movement from the circumference of life to its center, from the secondary to the primary, from the false to the true, from the temporal to the eternal, is always a result of worshipping God in spirit and in truth.

Regardless of how discordant the music—how off-key the soprano, or how off-beat the organist—regardless of how mediocre the preaching; regardless of how modest the building; if we will be faithful in attending church Sunday after Sunday, God will give us some new insight, some new challenge that will lift us, or shame us, or inspire us to a higher and nobler and more fruitful and fulfilled life.

To spend seven days a week contemplating the continuing crises of our days; to read constantly the black headlines of campus unrest and violence and Vietnam—perpetually reminded of the tortured movements of men and nations—is to become pessimistic and anxious. But in church, on the Lord’s day, we are challenged to look up from the puny and confused works of man and contemplate the mystery and majesty of God and the meaning of His redemptive love and the great sweep and scope of His eternal purpose in Christ.

---

**A DAUGHTER’S PRAYER**

When skies are dark and days are blue,
You know I’m praying, Mom, for you.
When trials come too hard to bear,
Those I’m willing to help you share.

When money’s scarce and bills are due,
You know I’m praying, Mom, for you.
When burdens fall across your way,
I’m thinking of you every day.

When each day brings it problems new,
You know I’m praying, Mom, for you.
When clouds are black across the sky,
We’ll talk it over—you and I.

When Christ shall come, break through the blue,
You know I’m going, Mom, with you.
Where we shall live, no more to roam,
Together in our “home, sweet home.”

_Donna Clark Goodrich_
_Mesa, Ariz._

In a secular society such as ours, there is continuous pressure to turn all holy days into holidays, until Sunday becomes just another day in a lost or misspent weekend. But over against every secular attraction, over against every sensual pleasure, over against every holiday diversion, God is still saying, “Remember the Sabbath day, to keep it holy”—keep it hallowed; keep it sacred; keep it reserved for the spiritual, instead of the secular, values of life.

And sincere Christians, from that first Easter Sunday on, have made attendance at church an important part of their observance of that Sabbath, and have celebrated the Christian Sabbath as a memorial to their Savior and Lord, who arose on that day.

Go to church this Lord’s day—won’t you?—and experience again the rich cadences of deep speaking unto deep, and being assured once again that, in spite of all that puny or evil men can do, “the Lord God omnipotent reigneth”!

Shall we pray. O God, when we think of all those who would love to attend church but cannot, and of those who could attend but will not, our hearts are filled with gratitude for the privilege and the desire to be in Thy house on the Lord’s day. Make this Lord’s day all that is in Your purpose for it to be—in our lives, and in the advancement of Your cause. This we ask in Jesus’ name. Amen.
CHILDREN—curious, restless, immature. Someone cared enough to bring them to Jesus.

JESUS—involved, burdened, divine. He cared enough to disregard inconvenience and criticism that He might lay His hands upon them and bless them.

TERRY—afflicted five-year-old son of back-slidden parents. Relatives and friends cared enough to hope when the doctors said there was no hope. His mother cared enough to bring him to midweek prayer meeting. The pastor cared enough to sense the definite leading of God and to offer to anoint Terry. A church cared enough to gather around and pray for his healing. Divine intervention—Jesus laid His hands upon Terry and healed him. Terry’s father and mother were so moved by the miracle that, in spite of family cautions, they heeded God’s call and entered the ministry.

KAREN—talented daughter of devout members. The church cared enough to patiently pray with her no matter how frequent her visits to the altar. A Junior Fellowship director cared enough to make the missionary lessons come alive. A returned missionary cared enough to visit Karen’s church and unburden his compassion for a lost, heathen people. Jesus laid His hands on Karen with a special calling. Her parents cared enough to sacrifice that she might attend her church college to prepare for missionary service.

BILLIE—sensitive, timid seven-year-old. Too shy to go forward for prayer at revival service, but a dad cared enough to be sensitive to God’s convicting Spirit and to ask Billie at bedtime if he wanted to be saved. There Jesus laid His hands on a young lad and blessed him with an experience so real it continued to mature through the years.

CHRISy—sheltered, protected 10-year-old, outwardly good, but inwardly rebellious. A busy neighbor cared enough to begin children’s meetings in her home. The children’s worker cared enough to sense God’s moving and to provide a humble altar of kitchen chairs. There Jesus laid His hands upon Chrisy and blessed her with a conversion that gave purpose and meaning to her life. Today she shares her experiences by training others to bring children to Jesus.

JILL—underprivileged 11-year-old from an alcoholic home, burdened with the care of three younger children. A Sunday school bus driver cared enough to invite and bring her to church. A teacher cared enough to bear patiently her restless, inappropriate behavior. A pastor cared enough to make a contact with the home. A prayer group cared enough to carry a concern. Laymen cared enough to gather around her and pray when she made her way to the church altar. Jesus laid His hands upon her and blessed her. She went back to bring her family to Jesus.

TOD—a boisterous 10-year-old from an unchurched home. A school friend cared enough to invite him to vacation Bible school. The church bus driver cared enough to faithfully stop for him on Sunday mornings. A concerned church board cared enough to plan for children’s church, so boys and girls like Tod could learn more about Jesus. The pastor’s wife cared enough to spend long hours of preparation and prayer for his interested participation. One morning Jesus laid His hands on Tod and he truly worshipped in spirit and in truth.

Still today, in spite of adult indifference and criticism, Jesus lays His hands on children and blesses them—when there are those who care enough to bring them to the Master.
J. Wesley White, in his book Re-Entry, relates an amusing, but meaningful, incident in which his wife was walking across a sheet of ice.

Mrs. White thought her husband was just ahead of her, to her right. But her husband had been detained, and had dropped behind.

Another man, walking by at the same time, was at Mrs. White’s side when she felt herself falling. She reached for his arm, shouting, “Darling, let me hang on to you or I will fall on this ice!”

After a few seconds, Mrs. White realized her mistake. But the gentleman whose arm she had grabbed passed it off with the comment, “Anyone will latch on to anything on this slippery surface!”

The gentleman’s phrase is a pretty good commentary on the mid-twentieth century. The occult fad and a rising interest in extreme and different approaches to life are testimony of this. People will latch on to anything.

Our age has seen man skidding on a moral collision course, only to latch on to a new moral code in hopes of bailing himself out. It has not solved his problem. It has only postponed, temporarily, his fall. Man has devised a new moral code to enhance his freedom. Only later will he realize he was inviting bondage.

Our age has seen man spinning his wheels mentally, dried up for want of challenge and meaning. In his desperation he has latched on to astrology and occult theories in an effort to revive his walk. But his new interest has not brought meaning to his life. It has only postponed, temporarily, the realization that such a life is really empty.

Our age has seen man slipping on a hazardous course, physically. And in an effort to lift his fallen body, he has latched on to drugs, and dope, and drink. But these have not solved his problems. They have only postponed, temporarily, his eventual collapse. Man has pursued drugs and dope for a thrill; only later will he realize their toll.

Our age has seen man skidding, socially, toward ruin and decay. In an effort to keep the social cogs turning, man has latched on to fads that fashion a difference, and to programs that promote variety. But these have not solved his problems. They have only postponed, temporarily, his eventual demise. Man has gone after extremes, only to find exhaustion.

And all of these wanderings are only a reminder that a man will latch on to anything when life starts skidding and when hopes begin spinning. And, too often, what he latches on to only leads him to collision and to an eventual fatal fall.

When life enters the “slippery zone,” the Church should be there, extending itself and its mission. For then man needs something—or Someone—to which he can anchor himself. The Church should be there assuring man that there is something he can latch on to that will give more than just temporary help.

Robert Herhold has said that Jesus was like a shock absorber. His motto could well have read, “The hurt stops here.”

And the Church should be where men fall, acting as shock absorbers, assuring them that the hurt not only stops with Christ, but the healing begins there also.
THE PERFECT LOVE OF CHRIST

To endeavor to define love is to strive toward the impossible. The best definition which can be produced, declares this wonderful attribute to be an undefinable emotion, which will so grip the heart of an individual that it will even cause him to give his life for another. History proves that this emotion as a domestic, community, or patriotic affection will cause a man to go to the extreme of sacrifice. But there is an emotion which is even greater and far transcends these material experiences; one which is not transmittable from father to son, one which does not carry with it the pomp of noticed heroism, but which, though unmerited, is bestowed freely upon him who would believe. Surely, the greatest demonstration of the love of God for His children is in the gift of His own love. He is the personification of the perfect virtues. We cannot conceive of His love being other than perfect and pure, and to think that He gives us of this very same love should truly make us happy and joyous creatures. The "gift of God's love" is indeed an impartation of His own perfect love.

The indwelling of the Spirit is conditioned on the possession and continued abiding of God's love. "He that dwelleth in love dwelleth in God, and God in him."

The two are inseparable. Discord has no place in the hearts of God's loving followers. A lack of harmony means that God's love has departed. Oh! what a gracious future for our church if we only keep saturated with God's holy love, and filled with His unceasing presence, for there is not a demon in creation who can rupture our holy fellowship if we keep God's presence in our lives.

If you get the perfect love of Christ in your heart, you can give the world this love that it needs, and radiate the sunshine of God's smile in every dismal corner of this dark and sinful old earth.

—LOUIS A. REED
April 27, 1921

A PRESCRIPTION FOR ANXIETY

This is "the age of anxiety"! The aptness of this description is vividly reflected in the increase of tranquilizers, sedatives, and drugs of all sorts. Much of mankind is in terror—threatened with nonexistence.

It is when one feels his helplessness in dealing with a situation that panic ensues. Anxiety seizes us when we are pulled one way by fear, the other way by desire. In fear, a situation arises that appropriate action can solve. However, anxiety arises when life is threatened and there is no obvious way in which one can effectively intervene.

Rollo May concludes that a sense of boredom and meaninglessness in life can be a prime cause of anxiety. The prevalence of guilt can also be an anxiety factor. The poignant elements in guilt are self-condemnation, the fear of censure by others, and the consciousness of the disfavor of God. The cure for spiritual anxiety is the gospel of forgiveness.

Much of our world is also plagued with temperamental anxiety, which is the result of an oversensitive constitution. In addition, anxiety neurosis or general apprehensiveness has its grip on too many people. Seldom does such a person know what he is afraid of. He may be afraid of outside places, shut-in places, crowds, and fear itself.

Why doesn't our religion help us more? Often there is too wide a gap between the religious truths we intellectually accept and the truths by which we live.

C. G. Jung, psychiatrist and author, asserted that in the course of his practice he had found no patient over 35 years of age whose breakdown had not been due in the last resort to lack of a religious faith. Moreover, he added, no one has completely recovered without regaining his religious faith.

Yes, there is a cure for anxiety. God! God exists. There is no substitute for Him. If He does not, existence itself is without meaning. Jesus declared this truth 2,000 years ago. There is a prescription for anxiety.

Jesus outlines His prescription in Matthew 6 by offering positive suggestions for peace of mind.

1. Change your sense of values—verse 25.
2. Accept situations that you cannot change—verse 27.
3. Live a day at a time—verse 34.
The Apostle Paul adds his prescription too. To the Philippian Christians he wrote:

2. Start your prayers and life each day with thanksgiving—4:6.
3. Do something kind for others—4:5.
5. Think on these things.

What a prescription! God shall mount guard over you—4:7!
Married & Happy Too?

The husband and wife were fussing furiously. The argument had become extremely heated. Finally he said to his wife, "I cannot understand why God made women so beautiful and yet so dumb!"

Her curt reply was, "That is simple. He made us beautiful so you would love us and dumb so we would love you!"

Such verbal exchanges have made some ask the question, "Married and happy, too?"

Probably no human relationship provides more potential for crisis than marriage. Even entire sanctification does not resolve all marital crises.

Unfortunately married life is not the romance that movies and TV told us about. Sometimes it is as humdrum and ordinary as turning off the lights at night and the alarm clock in the morning.

Happy marriage is no accident; it is cultivated. There are some problem areas that increase the tensions of married life. A chief cause of marital difficulties is selfishness. Most husband-wife unhappiness can be traced to this source. Too often one or both of the mates have the attitude, "I love me but I need you!" Then, as we do with an orange, when we've squeezed all we want from it, we put the pulp in the garbage.

It is selfishness that causes a husband or wife to resent any situation requiring adjustments or inconveniences. There are definite adjustments and some of these cause inconvenience to us.

We expect a baby to kick, cry, scream, and demand its own way. But it is something else when this is the way a wife handles her husband.

You can never be happily married to another until you get a divorce from yourself! Successful marriage demands a certain death to self.

Another cause for difficulty is basic immaturity. Marriage is for adults. It is not "kid stuff." It is not simply a game to be played. If any couple is to be happily married, both must have a degree of maturity.

Immaturity will cause one to say what he thinks without regard to the feelings of others. This is a most childish habit. Big, strapping, six-foot men will sometimes think it "cute" to be rude to their wives. Like a typical "big boy" or bully, they get a certain satisfaction from being bossy and authoritative.

Placing your marriage partner in situations that prove embarrassing and humiliating is a sign of immaturity. Be careful even about your "jokes." Immature persons find pleasure in downgrading their mates. Remember this kind of behavior reflects more on you than your spouse. Blaming your mate too quickly and too often for your circumstances is a sign of weakness.

Many divorces are granted on the grounds of incompatibility. That is just a nice legal word for immaturity.

Paul in Ephesians 5:21-31 would tell us that the secret of happy marriage is love. It must be an accommodating love. Husbands are to love their wives as Christ loved the Church "and gave himself for it" (v. 25). Mutual respect is the gist of the command in verse 21. There need be no boss in the home where love prevails!

Christ wins obedience by love, not threats and fear. This love never exercises a tyranny of control. In love, there must be a willingness to bend, to give, and to compromise. With such love, who needs a boss?

Married love should be an elevating love. Christ's love for the Church caused him to shed His blood "that he might sanctify and cleanse it" (verse 26).

Any love is false if it drags one person down at another's expense. True love lifts, elevates, and improves the recipient. If it coarsens character, weakens moral fiber, and makes deceit necessary, it is a false love.

If our love would be like Christ's, it must be a cherishing love. Men "ought . . . to love their wives as their own bodies" (verse 28). Living Letters puts it this way, "Since a man and his wife are now one, a man is really doing himself a favor and loving himself when he loves his wife!" (verse 28)

Another way of saying this is that one should be proud of his marriage partner. It is wrong when a man regards his wife only as a cook; the one who washes his clothes, tends his children, and irons his clothes. She is not a permanent servant!

Something is missing when a wife sees her hus-
band only as a kind of security and a means of living.

What a tragedy when the only thing that keeps a man and woman together is the children! There should be cherishing love.

Love should make the marriage bond permanent. God’s Word declares, “They two shall be one flesh” (verse 31). Marriage was never intended to be on a trial basis. It is a permanent arrangement. How sick to speak of divorce every time there is a point of difficulty! We are one flesh when God joins us together. And “what God hath joined together, let not man put asunder” (Matthew 19:6).

Have you ever tested your love for your mate? Try it. A good test is found in 1 Corinthians 13.

Look first at the negative aspects of love and test yours.
1. “Love never is envious nor boils over with jealousy” (4b, ANT).
2. Love is “neither anxious to impress nor does it cherish inflated ideas of its own importance” (4, Phillips).
3. “It is not arrogant or rude” (5, RSV).
4. “Love does not demand its own way” (5, LL).
5. “It is not touchy” (5, Phillips); “not quick to take offense” (5, NEB).
6. “It is not touchy or fretful or resentful” (5, ANT).
7. “Love keeps no score of wrongs” (5, NEB).
8. “It does not . . . gloat over the wickedness of other people” (6, Phillips).

How do you measure up? What is your score rated by this standard? Do you really love that companion?

The negative standards are important, but there is the positive side. Rate yourself by the positive demands of love in 1 Corinthians 13.
1. “Love is patient; love is kind” (4, NEB).
2. Love is “slow to expose” (7, Moffatt).
3. “Love . . . is ever ready to believe the best” (7, ANT).
4. “If you love someone you will be loyal to him no matter what the cost. You will always believe in him, always expect the best of him, and always stand your ground in defending him” (7, LL).
5. “Love knows no limit to its endurance, no end to its trust, no fading of its hope; it can outlast anything” (8, Phillips).

How easy it is to get married these days! It’s easier than getting a driver’s license! However, it is harder to stay married. And it is even harder to remain happily married.

The secret is love. Not the soft, sentimental love of infatuation, but a deeper love that comes from a close relationship with Jesus Christ. You can be married and happy too. But it means marriage must be a triangle: a man, a woman, and Jesus Christ.

By Ruth Vaughn
Oklahoma City

Do you have “People You Would Like to Know”? I have.

I meet them in the grocery store, on the bus, at the five-and-ten—various places where people gather but do not have opportunity to become acquainted.

I give titles to my “People I Would Like to Know.” There is “The Man with the Crooked Grin,” and “Miss Dimples,” and “Miss Avid Reader,” who is always reading Dickens on the bus. But the one who has topped my list of “People I Would Like to Know” is “The Smiling Lady.”

I met her often at the shopping center, and although we nodded in recognition that we had seen each other before, we never became acquainted. Finally one day, on an impulse, I spoke to “The Smiling Lady” at the ribbon counter in the dime store.

After the pleasantries about the weather, I told her that, in my mind, I always referred to her as “The Smiling Lady.” Her face beamed.

“Thank you,” she said. “That is a lovely thing for you to say. A year ago you would not have ever called me by that title.”

I sensed a story.

“I can’t imagine you without a smile on your face!”

A year ago I was one of the most unhappy persons you could ever know. My husband left me for a younger woman. Nursing the greatest hurt that can come to a woman, I spent my nights weeping.

(Continued on page 18)
Courage, Serenity and Wisdom

Each of us must find a balance between accepting as inevitable what ought to be changed, and struggling in futility against hard realities that cannot be altered.

To slip to either side is fatal. To accept as inevitable what ought to be changed is to become a floater, drifting with the tide instead of moving against it. To struggle against realities that cannot be changed is to risk the bitterness that comes from unending frustration.

It isn’t always easy to tell the difference. Most of us need to pray Reinhold Niebuhr’s famous prayer for courage, serenity, and wisdom: courage to change what can be changed, serenity to accept what cannot be changed, and wisdom to know the difference.

We don’t want to give up too easily. The history of civilization and the history of the Church have both recorded the many times the seemingly impossible has been done by those who were either too dumb or too smart to know what “couldn’t be done.”

It is said that in the laboratory of the inventor of the modern television picture tube hung a little motto: “They said it couldn’t be done; but he, poor fellow, didn’t know that—so he went ahead and did it.”

Charles Kettering is credited with saying that when he needed help with an unusually difficult technological problem he rarely turned to men of wide experience. He usually preferred a man who hadn’t learned yet what couldn’t be done.

Yet on the other hand, the first principle of sound mental and emotional health is to learn to accept the inevitable. There is nothing but pathos in unremitting struggle to “reach the unreachable star.”

Someone wrote a parody on familiar lines:

They said it couldn’t be done,
But he with a chuckle replied
That maybe it couldn’t, but he’d not be one
To say so until he had tried.

So he buckled right in with a bit of a grin.
It was hard, and he knew it.
He tackled the thing that couldn’t be done—
And he couldn’t do it!

This can become a very practical matter. A great many good people have become embittered persons, unhappy and frustrated, because they were either unwilling or unable to accept their limitations.

The only way we can make the most of what we have in life is to assess it correctly. This is the wisdom behind the words of the Apostle Paul, “For I say, through the grace given unto me, to every man that is among you, not to think of himself more highly than he ought to think: but to think soberly, according as God hath dealt to every man the measure of faith” (Romans 12:3).

To his servants, the master in the parable of the “talents” gave five, and two, and one. The man with two doubled what he had, but he never did have as many as the man with five.

To accept humbly but realistically the fact that one does not have the talents another has, that education and experience have fixed limits that cannot be passed, that however one may try there are some good things he cannot do—this is the way to a restful and radiant heart. One thoughtful person wrote: “To lay one’s limitations as well as one’s gifts before God and let Him transform inferiority into humility, this is the way to valiant, effective service. To work well in restricted circumstances is to achieve far greater success than to thresh the air in wider spheres.”

It is not only in large issues but in the daily happenings of life that we need to learn serenity in circumstances we cannot change. Many who come through the major tests of faith triumphantly crumble under the nagging details of what has been called “the dailiness of life.” It is sometimes easier to survive being swallowed by a whale than being almost nibbled to death by minnows.

The facts are, of course, that minor irritations become major matters when they continue over a long period of time. What cannot be eliminated
It is not only in large issues but in the daily happenings of life that we need to learn serenity in circumstances we cannot change. Many who come through the major tests of faith triumphantly crumble under the nagging details of what has been called “the dailiness of life.”

must be borne with all of the grace of God that can be brought to bear upon the situation.

After all, it is the triumph of the life surrendered wholly to God to do the best we can, knowing that it is neither enough nor perfect, and to leave the results with Him. “Like as a father pitieth his children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear Him. For he knoweth our frame; he remembereth that we are dust” (Psalms 103:13-14).

Stephen S. White

The Herald of April 14 carried the news story of the death of Dr. Stephen S. White. Dr. White was 81 years of age, and had been in declining health since the death of his wife, Mary McConnell White, a little over a year ago.

Dr. White enjoyed a long and distinguished career in the ministry and educational work of the Church of the Nazarene. He had served as president of Bethany Nazarene College for a short time, and taught on the campuses of Olivet Nazarene College, Eastern Nazarene College, and Nazarene Theological Seminary.

But Stephen White was best known throughout the Church of the Nazarene for his 12 years as editor of the Herald of Holiness, a position he held from his election in 1948 to his retirement in 1960. He was my immediate predecessor, and the office into which I came was fragrant with his beautiful spirit.

Dr. White will be remembered for many qualities. He was the holder of earned degrees from three of America’s outstanding graduate schools including a Ph.D. degree from the University of Chicago. Hundreds of his students in theology across the years will recall him as a stimulating classroom teacher.

But his longtime friend and colleague, General Superintendent Emeritus G. B. Williamson, probably best summarized more than 50 years of academic, pastoral, and evangelistic ministry when he described Stephen White as “a scholar with a bowed head.”

Dr. White combined a disciplined mind with a humble, radiant, and Christlike spirit. He demonstrated again that scholarship and spirituality can be welded into a dynamic witness to the loneliness of the Lord.

When Dr. White retired as editor of the Herald, General Superintendent Samuel Young wrote for the Board of General Superintendents:

“Dr. Stephen S. White is a symbol of the tried and true in our church. He knows what we believe and believes it, and he knows why. He is not a closet-room philosopher. He has exposed the truth he has taught in the wide-open breezes of life, and it has always remained fresh and practical for him.”

Dean Bertha Munro expressed the sentiments of those who knew Dr. White best when she wrote of him in 1960:

“When we think of Dr. White we think of his smile. That smile is what-he-is shining through: an encouraging, friendly, comforting, understanding, sometimes a brave, appealing smile—and sometimes a deprecating, self-deprecating smile. He smiles with his eyes, with his whole face.

“Whenever you have met Stephen White, your own heart was lightened and lifted. His confidence in God gave you confidence that all was well; you were ashamed of your own uncertainties.

If, in the paths of the world,
Stones might have wounded thy feet,
Toil or dejection have tried
Thy spirit, of that we saw

Nothing; to us thou wast still
Cheerful and helpful and firm;
Therefore to thee it was given
Many to save with thyself.

Stephen White has gone to his soul’s long home. We would not bring him back if we could—although we shall miss him, and his children and grandchildren will miss him most of all. But he has left a heritage that will live on in the hearts and minds of the thousands whose lives he touched during his earthly pilgrimage.
and my days consumed with grief. I was unbearable to be around. Fewer and fewer of my friends braved my bitterness to come to see me. I was alone most of the time.

"One morning I was washing the front window in my usual state of gloom when I noticed the young mother across the street out on her porch washing her windows. And she was whistling!

"I stood and watched her enviously as she whistled about her work. She was happy. She was loved. She had never experienced rejection.

"I turned to go into the house, but something stopped me. A line I had learned in college came to me. 'No man is happy who does not think himself so.' Somehow that startled me into the knowledge that so long as I continued to fill my heart with self-pity and bitterness, just so long I would never have room for joy again!

"I did a lot of thinking that day." "The Smiling Lady" told me. "And by nightfall, I was ready to pray.

"Religion had never been an important part of my life. I knew nothing of its mechanics of theology, but I did believe in God. And so I spoke to Him that night. I poured out all of my hurt and grief—yes, and my bitterness. When I had finished, I buried my head on the sofa and was still.

"After a few moments, the sweetest peace I had ever known swept over me and for the first time since my husband's rejections I knew that my wound could heal. I knew that life could still be good and sweet for me.

"The next morning I decided to begin the habit of reading the Bible with my morning coffee. The verse that I opened to was this: 'Forgetting those things which are behind, and reaching forth unto those things which are before...' (Philippians 3:13).

"This is it! I thought excitedly. This is the thing that I need to do: forget the past with its mistakes and sorrows and look toward the future!

"I grabbed a piece of paper and began to plan my future. I resolved to begin tithing my income to the program of the church. I called my minister and asked him if there were any persons on whom I could call. I determined to begin immediately a thanksgiving list. That day (and each succeeding day) I wrote down the 10 most important things for which I gave thanks on that day.

"The tithing gave me a joy of participating in something big. The calling program I began for the minister involved me with the lives of others until I had little time to think of my own personal tragedy. The thanksgiving list started me off on each new day thrilled with God's blessings to me."

She looked at me thoughtfully for a moment. Her eyes were soft and warm. "And now you, a stranger, pay me the supreme compliment by telling me that you picked me out of a crowd to be dubbed 'The Smiling Lady.' Isn't it a miracle what God can do? From 'Sob Sister' to 'The Smiling Lady' in one short year! Amazing, isn't it?"

I could only agree. Amazing!

Except for My List

Lord, there are so many stories
and poems
and prayers
written about Thanksgiving.
I've written a few myself.
I doubt that You're impressed
with our "gratitude once-a-year"
or turkeys . . . or Pilgrims.

I haven't learned, as well as I want to, Lord,
the art of praise—genuine and consistent.
Maybe it isn't an art; maybe it's an attitude.
For some people it's a way of life;
For others it's almost nonexistent.

Still, I'm glad Thanksgiving is on the calendar,
Or we might not stop at all . . .
But just stumble on—wanting and reaching,
Never looking back from where we have come,
Never knowing a sense of awe as we think of
the goodness of the Lord.

Anyway, Lord, here's mine.
Thank You for listening to me . . .
even when words won't come,
And sometimes when the words do come but
they are so often just words.
Your spiritual stethoscope finds my faint pulse
And, in a very real sense, there is heart massage.

Thank You for speaking to me . . .
personal
persistent
pulling . . .

And above the rushing world's din, I hear You.

Thank You for the lives of others who also have been
dipped in that fountain
and cleansed with that fire;
They touch mine, along this narrow path,
and I see You.

That's about all, Lord, except for my list.
And it's so long . . .
necessities
some comforts
love
LIFE.

With Your help, I'll spend all year . . .
telling You about my list.

By Linda Banz
Bethany, Okla.
A CHURCH A DAY FOR 153 DAYS?
IS IT POSSIBLE?

During the 153 days from June 1 through October 31, 1971, we will earnestly strive to plant 153 new churches in all domestic and overseas home missions districts.

350 TARGET CITIES!

Our district superintendents have named 350 target cities that could be entered in 1970-71 if we had lay missionaries for the areas where we will construct the first buildings!!!
"The Department of Youth, through the Nazarene Young People’s Society, will deliver young people anyplace the church needs them . . . to do anything the church needs done."

Selected groups of college students skilled in construction will be used this summer to remodel and refurbish existing home mission churches and parsonages. High school student work teams will also be available on some districts.

Talented college and university students will spend the summer organizing and running Pioneer vacation Bible schools in target locations where districts want to establish new congregations.

District IMPACT teams will spend part of their summer helping establish new churches as well as assisting struggling congregations. These junior and senior high school young people will be sharing their faith in park concerts, door-to-door canvassing and witnessing, in evangelistic services, and even on radio and television.

In addition to the district IMPACT organizations, many zones and hundreds of local churches have groups of young people who will spend part of their summer helping to organize new Nazarene congregations through evangelistic services and person-to-person sharing.

IMPACT is our business: “. . . channeling the energies of youth into the total evangelistic mission of the church”—NYPS purpose.

Paul Skiles, Executive Secretary
Department of Youth
The strongest and most highly visible trend in the churches today is the shift to organize themselves and to make decision on the basis of survival rather than service. The primary emphasis is on internal concerns rather than on outreach to the unchurched, on ministry to members rather than on mission in the world.

This statement by Lyle Schaller was quoted by George A. Torrey in a chapter titled, “Organizing for Mission,” in the new book Toward Creative Urban Strategy. It depicts the faltering of faith and the lack of vision characteristic of establishments rather than movements. It suggests futile activity directed inwardly rather than compassion expressed outwardly. The hand position is grasping rather than giving.

This unchristian trend is the reason churches are in trouble. Louis Cassels, U.P.S. religion writer, in an article titled, “1970, Year of Church Decline,” says, “The ebbing of popular interest in religion which began to be apparent in the mid-1960’s has now reached the point at which local churches and national denominations are seriously hurting.”

To the extent that churches seek to serve rather than just survive, they are growing and effective. In a recent letter from Rev. Kenneth Vogt, district superintendent of the Sacramento District, he reported that every church on his district that had any kind of mission (extension) class had shown gains by profession of faith. This was true even though the outreach effort involved only a few in the class. God blessed with gains the churches with a Christlike concern that resulted in service rather than just survival.

The greatest period of numerical growth in the Church of the Nazarene was between 1948 and 1958. In this decade the denomination travelled in compassion to serve the unchurched and brought forth 1,197 new churches. This “servant spirit” was also manifest in the Sunday school yielding a record gain of 255,958 in enrollment and 133,635 in attendance. The result was another record numerical gain of 84,569 in church membership. The law of love was proved—“It is more blessed to give than to receive” (Acts 20:35b).

The history of Sunday school work has proved again and again that new classes and departments grow faster than old ones. They also do better teaching, win more souls, and provide more additional workers to reach and teach others. Of course there are some exceptions, but the principle has been proved over and over. Age in the spiritual work of Sunday schools tends toward survival rather than service.

However, a spirit of service prompted by a combination of faith and works can bring new life into an old organization. I just heard from a friend who had pastored the same church for 17 years, and a spirit of survival had set in. Then faith went into action through visitation evangelism. Fourteen people moved out to serve the unchurched people of the community. Buses were secured to provide for those who would attend but did not have transportation.

Some of the 14 visiting evangelists fell by the way, but six of them continued in spite of discouraging circumstances. Their outreach efforts brought new life into the church. The Sunday school attendance advanced from around 275 to over 500. Service had replaced survival and the old became new.

The spirit of service is contagious. One Nazarene church encouraged 60 of its members to help start a new home mission church. With this strong class of charter members the church was able to call a good, experienced pastor and the church grew rapidly. Recently this new church encouraged a group of its best members to start another new church. This church is also showing unusual growth and will probably help sponsor another. The old saying, “Like father, like son,” has an application in the history of churches.

The future of the Church of the Nazarene will be directly related to our recognition of, and obedience to, Christ’s teaching, “And whosoever of you will be the chiefest, shall be servant of all” (Mark 10:44).
TARGERT CITIES TO BE ENTERED NOW

Of the 350 target cities named by our district superintendents, many are ripe for the harvest now. We have asked the superintendents to narrow their lists down to the specified places where they are now ready to open new work during the 153 days from June 1 through October 31, 1971. A partial list by districts follows. More names will be added to this list next month.

IMPACT TARGETS NOW!!!!!!

Alabama
Alexander City
Athens
Milton, Fla.

Arizona
East Mesa
North Phoenix
Show Low

Arkansas
Akrav
Caldwell
Salt Lake
Wintersville

Canada
Atlantic
Charlottetown, P.E.I.

Canada Central
Lindsay
Sarnia
Simcoe

Canada Pacific
Kelowna
Salmon Arm
Vernon

Colorado
Salida

Dakota
Harley, N.D.
Kadoka, S.D.

Dallas
Carthage
Palestine
Plano
Winston-Salem

Eastern Kentucky
Hazard

Eastern Michigan
Chelsea
Mariette
Oxford

Georgia
Atlanta
Augusta
Covington
Lawrenceville
Newnan

Kansas City
Baton, Mo.
Chillicothe, Mo.
Olathe West, Kans.

Michigan
Holland
Kalamazoo Northeast
New Buffalo

Missouri
Boonville
Houston
Perryville
Poplar Bluff

New England
Tewksbury, Me.

Newfoundland

North Carolina
Hickory
Shelby

Northwest European
Mosele, Denmark

Northwest Oklahoma
Oklahoma City
(Northeastern)
(Wisconsin Boulevard)
(Northwest Highway)

Philadelphia
Lebanon, Pa.
Scranton, Pa.
Vineyard, N.J.

Pittsburgh
Clarion
Edenborn
Erie Westside
Greensburg
Monroeville

Sacramento
Burney
Chico
Manteca
Tahoe South Shore

San Antonio
San Antonio Grace

South Arkansas
Brinkley
Nashville

South Carolina
Mt. Pleasant

Southwest Indiana
Bloomfield
Sellersburg

Southwest Oklahoma
Mustang

Southwestern Ohio
Cincinnati Sharonville
Germania
New Lebanon

Tennessee
Woodlawn

Virginia
Buckingham
Washington
Allona, Pa.
Bowie, Md.
Keyser, W. Va.

Washington Pacific
Home, Wash.
Redmond, Wash.

West Texas
Arl

West Virginia

Ripley

Wisconsin

Fond du Lac
Mantowoc
Marquette, Mich.

HOW YOU CAN HELP...

- Start a prayer cell to pray for the target cities.
- Begin home Bible study groups in a spiritually needy area.
- Support district home mission programs.
- Pay the district Home Mission Budget in full.

Many young adults are volunteering to move into the target cities. Laymen with a specialty are volunteering to go for a short term to help with professional skills. Will you help? As you read these pages, you became aware of how the entire church can and should help. Write your district superintendent or clip the form below and send it to the Department of Home Missions.

Name
__________________________________________

Address
__________________________________________

Marital Status __________________________________________

Number of Children ______________________________________

Vocational Plans or Training ____________________________

I am interested in being a lay missionary in:

City, State OR City, State

I will go where the church needs me most. Yes ______ No ______

I will be available June 1—October 31. Yes ______ No ______

Other ____________________________

I am interested in giving special assistance on a short-term basis only. Yes ______ No ______

Department of Home Missions

6401 The Paseo

Kansas City, Missouri 64131
HOOVES, HOOKLE, HUNDELY, HUFFMAN, HOOD, INGLISH, IRICK, KEEL, ALLEN, C. K., (Hampton), Evansville, Ind. 47715.

HORNER, J. R., (1) Lake Worth, Fla., May 17-23; West Chicago, III. (1st), May 18-23; Cleveland, Ohio (West Side), May 31-January 6.

HUBBERT, D. W., (Grace), Kentucky, Ind. 40602.

HULIT, J. ROBERT, (C) 111.61832 Shenandoah, Iowa, 50670.

HULL, C. W. (1) House, Brownsburg, Ind., May 9;

HUMPHREY, HENRY, C. (c/o) NPH*: 5616 S. 2nd, Kansas City, Mo. 64116.

HUNTER, E. L., 1103 Grand Ave., West Des Moines, la., 50285.

HURST, EUGENE, (C) 4867 N. Keeler Ave., Chicago 32, Ill.

HUSTON, A. (1) Box 643, Hamlin, Texas 79036.

HUTCHINSON, C. NEAL, (C) 235 North Broad st., Middletown, Conn. 06457.

HUTZLER, A. N. (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.

HUTZLER, A. N., (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.

HUTZLER, A. N. (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.

HUTZLER, A. N. (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.

HUTZLER, A. N. (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.

HUTZLER, A. N. (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.

HUTZLER, A. N. (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.

HUTZLER, A. N. (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.

HUTZLER, A. N. (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.

HUTZLER, A. N. (1) 2428 3rd Ave., Columbus 9, Ohio 43203.
CNC PLANS EXPRESS CONFIDENCE IN THE FUTURE

The reelection of Dr. A. E. Airhart to a five-year term is an expression of the unanimous confidence the board of governors of the NCAAzarene College, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, have in the capable and dedicated leadership of the president. Dr. Airhart is completing 10 years in the office.

With the new campus now firmly established in Canada's central city, Winnipeg, Manitoba, and the details pertaining to the old Red Deer campus out of the way, the board of governors, meeting at the college March 1-3, took dramatic steps in placing new emphasis on current financial matters and academic plans for the new decade. The 1970-71 fund-raising campaign will stress current financing to assist in progressive moves in academic planning, which will involve better salaries, new faculty members, and aid for the library. The goal is to have accredited work in liberal arts.

The board of governors gave hearty endorsement to the plan to have Dr. and Mrs. A. E. Airhart spend several months visiting the zone, encouraging cash gifts for current income and debt service, wills and deferred gifts, student recruiting, alumni meetings, laymen’s meetings, and pastors’ seminaries. It is expected that Dr. and Mrs. Airhart will travel by car and house trailer and be able to contact most of the churches in Canada.

The availability of the president to render this kind of service has inspired the imagination of the board of governors, and will challenge the dedication and the giving of Nazarenes throughout the zone. The spirit and plans of the president and board also assure us that the future of CNC “is as bright as the promises of God.”—Bruce T. Taylor, chairman of the board.
NEW CHURCHES: BASIC EVANGELISM

Evangelism is, in a very real sense, the whole church doing whatever it can to reach and win lost souls to Jesus Christ. Winning souls to Christ and conserving them for Christ is building the kingdom of God here on the earth.

Whatever else we say or do, this is the main business of the Church. This is the commission and command of Jesus Christ, our Lord and Master!

There are many methods; but winning the lost to Christ, and conserving them for Christ, and training for winning others to Christ is our task and assignment!

There are many ways or forms of evangelism—

- personal witnessing, which comes face-to-face with a needy soul;
- evangelistic mass meetings, which include the traditional revivals, and we must continue to have such;
- other specialized types of reaching the lost—shade-tree evangelism—house-to-house calling—ghettoes—inner cities—wayside evangelism;
- and the summer camp meetings, which are absolutely irreplaceable!
- there are Sunday school classes furnishing us untold and unlimited opportunities for soul winning;
- NYPS and other related opportunities which must not be overlooked for evangelism;
- and regular church services, which offer the pastor almost constant and unlimited opportunities for evangelistic preaching and appeals!

These are all highly profitable areas for evangelism, and must be utilized to the fullest if we even approximate the will of God for us in this, our day!

But there is also another great and important area for permanent evangelism, namely, the organization of new churches. This is basic. This is fundamental. This is all-important.

We must establish more light-houses for those who sail the dark, troubled seas of life! We must build more bases for our operation in trying to “rescue the perishing, [and] care for the dying.”

If the local church is the hub and center of our operations—and it is—then we must build more of them!

The local church is the center from which we go out to win lost men, women, and children to Jesus Christ. But it is also the training center where we bring the new Christians for shelter, for soul food, for guidance, and for the training of an ever enlarging army for our Lord and Master! For “the work of evangelism is never done until the evangelized become evangelists.” We must train thousands of lay people for soul winning!

Because the local church is so basic and fundamental to the entire work of Christ, we congratulate Dr. Raymond Hurn and the Department of Home Missions for challenging us to organize 153 new churches from June 1 to October 31, 1971. This can be done if Nazarenes at all levels of leadership decide to do it! Lay Nazarenes all over the country are famishing for a challenge that calls for heroism and worthwhile service in Kingdom building! They thrive on such, but they languish without it!

The foundation for all of the methods of evangelism is the local church. Therefore it is essential that we broaden our operational base by organizing more new churches! Every new church organized provides a base for evangelistic outreach, but also a “home base” for conserving the fruits of our evangelism!

Think what it will mean if we organize 153 new churches, as challenged to do. It would give us:

- 153 additional pastors put to work
- 153 additional Sunday school superintendents put to work
- 153 additional NYPS presidents put to work
- 153 additional NWMS presidents put to work
- 765 additional Sunday school teachers put to work
- 1,530 additional other church officers put to work
- 2,907 (approximately) additional local officials put to work
- plus scores of youth for our colleges, from which would come candidates for the ministry and missionary work

It would seem reasonable to estimate there would be a minimum of 3,500 members in these 153 new churches the first year, with the possibility of doubling in two years!

Given an average opportunity in an average location, these 153 new churches could record approximately 15,000 persons won to Christ and the church by 1980—the end of our current “Decade of Impact”! And what is more, Nazarenes could and should organize 1,000 new churches between now and June of 1980! This would enable us to account for perhaps 100,000 of our goal of 500,000 persons to be won to Christ and the Church of the Nazarene on profession of faith by the General Assembly of 1980.

This does not attempt to account for the value of local real estate that would have been acquired. This would be some of the smartest evangelizing we could do. It seems the Master might say to us, “These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other undone.”

If some question the wisdom of organizing more new churches, simply because we have many small churches already, let them search the records of districts where home missions have been pushed and new churches have been organized. I think the record will show that several new churches can grow at the same time without hindering another one from growth. Hence total growth for the district and the denomination and for the glory of Christ!

Dr. Roy E. Smee, known for his burden and vision for home missions, used to say, “The best invested dollar in the church is the home missions dollar.” To which I say, “Amen!”

Let Nazarenes everywhere arise and accept this new and immediate challenge! While 153 new churches in five months is a challenge—it is not out of reach. It can be done. We may need to tune our motors, and tighten our machinery. There must be no lost motion—no loose belts slapping and sagging! Let every operator take up the slack, start his district motor—and finally shift that gear! We can move this challenge over into reality and accomplishment.

- We have the population (power).
- We have the money power.
- We have the Spirit’s power.
- We have the manpower.
- What we desperately need is willpower!

Reader, will you assist your leaders on every level? You may be the balance of power between success and failure! You are important in this holy business.

Onward, then, Dr. Hurn and the Department of Home Missions, in your effort to evangelize through the organization of 153 new churches in the next five months! Victory is possible!—John L. Knight, Department of Evangelism.

NAZARENE CAMPS

FACT, FICTION
AND POSITIVE THINKING

It is a fact that home mission churches are still the area of our greatest productivity. By productivity, I mean persons brought into the church by profession of faith, as related to per-dollar costs and church membership.

According to the 1970 statistical charts, it takes eight members to produce one profession of faith in the home mission church. In the small, self-supporting church it takes 13. In the middle-sized church it takes 17. In the largest church it takes 20.

In dollar costs per profession of faith, we have the same regression. Starting at $2,540 in the small, self-supporting church, we move to $3,026 in the middle-sized church, to $3,901 in our largest churches. From our statistical record, the dollar cost in the home mission church is $1,597, although I recognize that there may be expenditures for home missions that do not get into our statistical tabulation.

It is a fact that we have some dynamic large churches, and need many more! And I believe that God will give us many more as we multiply staffs and increase the size and versatility of our buildings and ministries. But the burden of proof must remain with the large church to be productive in souls brought into the fellowship.

It is a fiction that starting more churches decreases the size of the established churches in the area. It is the spirit and the vision that determine the size. It is a fact that in the areas where we have the most churches we tend also to have our largest churches.

The surest way to grow a mother church is to establish satellite churches around it. If the small church will boost the mother, and the mother church will reciprocate, we will not allow the spirit of envy or jealousy to destroy us. But both will be marvelously productive.

Let's go positive in our thinking. It is easier to start churches now than it used to be. Listen to a voice from the past. Having no home missionary money, I went to the bank and borrowed it myself. I paid the rent on the hall, utilities charges, advertising, and the room and board for the four husky Pasadena quartet boys for the month's campaign. At the close of the campaign the organization was finally consummated. I'm still paying interest on that money, but the dividends to the Kingdom are far greater than anything it cost me personally (the late Dr. Roy F. Smee). I believe the way we are doing it now is easier and better. But let's do it at any cost.

Let's go positive in our thinking. New churches quickly become self-supporting. In five from 1975 to seven years new churches will assume the existing indebtedness and will have paid back the original investment in district and general budgets. There are exceptions to this, but we must not let exceptions distort the whole picture and thus turn our denominational negative toward the starting of new churches. Growing denominations have always started many new churches. Slowing denominations have quit multiplying their units.

Let's go positive. New churches are productive in souls per dollar cost and per member investment. Spirit-filled, sacrificial, trained young men coming from our seminary, Bible College, and in some cases direct from our colleges, are ready to tackle home mission work. As laymen in local churches and as district leaders, let's give them a chance.

This is our best day of opportunity. In the continental United States NOW, we can literally go anywhere and find open doors. It may not be that way long. Our doors could close on some mission fields. The lights are green. Drive on!—KENNETH VOLT, SACRAMENTO DISTRICT SUPERINTENDENT.

OF PEOPLE AND PLACES

A FIFTIETH WEDDING ANNIVERSARY was observed by Mr. and Mrs. Willie W. Eade of Charleston (S.C.) West Ashley Church on January 2. A reception given in their honor was hosted by their children, and the couple were presented a money tree.

The Eades have 12 children, 38 grandchildren, and 16 great-grandchildren.

Mr. and Mrs. Eade

DANBURY (CONN.) FIRST CHURCH recently celebrated its sixtieth anniversary. The church was organized November 22, 1910, and its first pastor, Rev. Lillie Henderson, served 27 years before retiring from the active ministry.

The growth pattern in recent years has shown a healthy increase. The present pastor, Rev. Ronald Max Adams, participated with a long-time member, Mr. Everett Becker, in cutting an anniversary cake. The local newspaper gave photo coverage of the event.

(Continued on page 34)

Choral Choir Arrangements for
PENTECOST SUNDAY
May 30

No church would think of Christmas or Easter without special music. An important date as Pentecost is on the Christian calendar, and it should be significant for Nazarene choirs to present music emphasizing the experience of Pentecost on this anniversary day.

Any of these 9 meaningful numbers will prove a blessing to your choir and congregation alike. All arrangements are SATB.

AN-1149 LET THE FIRE FALL
By Floyd W. Hawkins 15c
AN-1130 LET THY MANTLE FALL ON ME
By Floyd W. Hawkins 20c
AN-1145 LET THY MANTLE FALL ON ME
By Paul Michelsen 20c
AT-1001 OLD-TIME POWER
Art. by Jerry Kirk 25c
AT-1002 PENTECOSTAL MEDLEY
Art. by Hope Collins 25c
AN-1602 THE COMFORTER HAS COME
Art. by Eleanor Whitsett 25c
AN-2223 THE DAY OF PENTECOST
By Floyd W. Hawkins 35c
AN-1129 WAITING ON THE LORD
Art. by Harold J. Smith 20c
AT-1017 YE SHALL BE WITNESSES
By Jerry Kirk 25c

Examination copies are available to any choir leader requesting them. Send for them RIGHT AWAY, so the arrangements most suited to your choir can be ordered in ample time for rehearsal. Your choir will want to sing selections in both morning and evening services.

NAZARENE PUBLISHING HOUSE
“How did you become a narcotics officer?”

“Why did you stop being a narc?”

“Why did you believe that drugs are a problem for us in the Church of the Nazarene?”

Participants in revivals, camps, workshops, youth services, and just casual acquaintances have put these and other questions to Elmer Woodruff as he and his wife, Bonnie, have reached out with music of trombone, piano, organ, and voice to aid others in finding “Hands That Care.”

Elmer, a six-feet-two-inch, crew-cut man who has the appearance of a guard on a professional football team, leaned back in his chair as the tape recorder was started, smiled as the take-up reel started to spin, and then replied: “To take the last question first... during this period of civilization’s material prosperity, increased leisure, broadened education, and social unrest”—here a quizzical smile creased his face slightly—“some avant-garde sections of Western society have felt a renewed need to explore the limits of human personality and experience.”

“What does this have to do with drug abuse?” the reporter interjected.

Woodruff leaned forward, elbows on his knees, and answered: “Drugs—especially in their abuse—seem to be an effective shortcut for that purpose. The mass media have rapidly disseminated what might otherwise have remained a merely local, isolated idea.”

“But has drug abuse become such a critical problem that the Church of the Nazarene in its outreach should be concerned with it?” the reporter asked.

Elmer clasped his hands and looked at the tape recorder with its slowly revolving reel. “According to statistics I have gathered in law-enforcement courses concerned with drug abuse as well as information from the FBI, 90 percent of our crime problems today are directly related to drugs and/or alcohol. All or more of this percentage is related to drugs.”

Woodruff then elaborated: “Drugs are a problem in our world, our church, our schools—because during this past two decades there have been discoveries of new and more powerful drugs. From the earliest days of human history extracts from some plants have been used to alter man’s perceptions and feelings. Some of these effects are so bizarre they provide an escape from the dull or terrifying reality of everyday life. They have been, therefore, valued in some religions and rituals as bridges to other worlds—as indeed they are used today. Actually we could say in many cases they are used as a substitute for true religious experience. All of this has led to understandable public concern over the abuse of drugs.”

At this point the reporter interrupted. “Let’s consider the question why you think drugs are a problem for us in the Church of the Nazarene?”

Here Mr. Woodruff settled back in his chair as he said, “Immunity from affliction of drug abuse is lacking in today’s society. Most of those bombed with drug addiction are seeking what they don’t have.”

“The neglectful attitude of the parent—whether the neglect is brought about by alcohol or things within the church or outside of the children—a broken home from the upper-, middle-, or lower-income classification can bring about a try for ‘love’ in the drugged world.”

“In today’s society it’s not unusual to find the family has broken down... Mom works. Dad works... the baby-sitter sits with other babies, so the child finds a friend in his peer group who says, ‘Join us; let’s all get together,’ and thus the social pressure justifies his trying the narcotics route.”

“Part of the young people’s use of drugs is as a challenge to the morality of a society that accepts the excesses of alcohol and makes both governmental and private profit from nicotine.”

In response to the question, “When did you decide to be a narc?” Elmer said, “After working in the furniture business with my father, I worked in the fire prevention detail of the fire department in Orange County, California.”

“When I moved to Bentonville, Ark., there were no openings in the fire department, so I took a position in their police department. I was later chief of police in Cave Springs, Ark., and from there I moved to Colorado County in Texas, where I was a combination dispatcher-inves-
tigator connected with the detection unit, and we were concerned with drugs.

Then I became aware that drugs and crime were not just a ghetto problem or a concern of just the 'twilight zone' of the criminal world.

Simultaneously, I became aware that maybe the majority should not be so silent. So I became an undercover agent and working among those who supported the narcotics habit by stealing, prostitution, shoplifting, or armed robbery.

"I became acquainted with those who spent $40.00 to $275 a day on drugs, and that's all they did. To all appearances that they were aware of, I did the same things they did."

"Would or could any of the addicts shake the narcotics habit by a 'cold-turkey' withdrawal?" the interviewer asked.

"Yes," was Mr. Woodruff's reply. 

"This withdrawal miracle does occur. But usually it is through personal evangelization of the addicted individual.

"The thing that really made me stop being a narcotics agent was the tailgating of the car I was driving by a fellow who had been drinking. From that car accident I received a broken neck and a back injury.

"Being laid up in the hospital and at home, I began to reread my Bible and consider how perhaps with my life I had turned my back on the Lord.

"To make a long story short, I was reclaimed. I promised the Lord I would answer a call to Christian service I had really been battling against since my youth.

"My wife, Bonnie, agreed that she and our daughter and son would help me to complete training at the Nazarene Bible College in Colorado Springs.

"While there I worked with a senior high school Sunday school class. This drug thing kept coming up. Bonnie and I became more certain that drugs were a potential problem in our church and our schools as well as our whole world.

"Consequently, we have dedicated our outreach through the music of my wife's piano and organ artistry and my own singing and playing trombone to help others reach decision for Christ.

"Our workshops are for pastors, youth leaders, and just 'rapping'—to use the vernacular for conversing with young people.

"My experience with the fire department taught me that it's much easier to prevent a fire than to put out a fire."

Some of the materials in Mr. Woodruff's display case

ANNOUNCEMENT

Mrs. Marion Aycock Harding expresses thanks and deep appreciation for all the expressions of kindness at the death of her late husband. She is now returning to full time evangelism. Her health is much improved and she is expanding her present restricted slate immediately. She is maintaining her mailing address at Box 195, Hastings, Neb. 68801.

Recommendations

Rev. D. R. Dunn, pastor of the Church of the Nazarene at Vermilion, Ohio, is entering the field of evangelism August 1, following Central Ohio district assembly. He may be addressed at 477 N. Main St., Vermilion, Ohio 44089 — Harvey S. Galloway, Central Ohio district superintendent.

This is to recommend Evangelist Joseph E. Thomas, Box 591, Selma, Calif. 93662, for revival meetings.—W. H. Deitz, Central California district superintendent.

Evangelists' Open Dates

David J. Myers, Rte. 1, Box 108-A, Logan Ohio 43138, has some open dates in the fall of 1971 and some dates available in 1972. H. Leslie Jeter, 7000 S.W. 27th Gt., Hollywood, Fla. 33023, has some open dates.

MOVING MISSIONARY

Miss Rose Handloser, P.O. Box 15, Acombroek, E. Transvaal, Republic of South Africa.

DISTRICT ASSEMBLY

INFORMATION


MISSISSIPPI, May 5-6. Church of the Nazarene, 312 Hwy. 98, McComb, Miss. 39648. Host Pastor: Bill Jetton. General Superintendent: Dr. Samuel Young.


WASHINGTON PACIFIC, May 5-6. First Church of the Nazarene, 930 E. James St., Kent, Wash. 98031. Host Pastor: Ramon Vanderpool. General Superintendent: Dr. Orville W. Jenkins.


MOVING MINISTERS

Lamoyne L. Cox from Astoria, Ill., to Urbana (Ill.) First.

William Dodd from Miami Beach (Fla.) North to Orlando (Fla.) Colonial.

Fred Ferrerz has not moved from Columbus, Miss.

Larry D. Hancock from Willcox, Ariz., to Tucson (Ariz.) Palmdale.

Charles M. Jaques from Cortez, Colo., to Limon, Colo.

J. L. Kilgore from Glasgow, W. Va., to Doylestown, Ohio.

Charles Lambert from Batesville, Ark., to Van Buren, Ark.

Harold S. Morgan from Sapulpa, Okla., to Springfield, Ill.

Myron Richey from Allentown (Pa.) First to Bridgeton, N.J.

William H. Roddy from Franklin Furnace (Ohio) Plymouth Heights to Paducah, Ky.

Richard W. Scham from Grover City, Calif., to Sierra Madre, Calif.

William L. Scott from Cape Elizabeth, Me., to associate minister, Elkhart (Ind.) First.

Robert R. Shetos from Richmond, British Columbia, Canada, to Yreka, Calif.

Myron G. Wise from Cleveland (Ohio) Richmond Heights to Alliance, Ohio.
"They Cared, They Shared They Dared"

"You couldn't recognize who's pastor. These were the words of Pastor Bill Burch as he witnessed to the leadership of the Holy Spirit in the activities of the Long Beach (Calif.) First Church.

The church has three Sunday school sessions, two morning worship services, and an evening service with nearly always 500 people present.

Pastor Burch invited me to attend the men's Wednesday morning prayer meeting about three weeks ago. Deputation services had made it impossible until March 24, 1971. My family had been finding the fellowship of this church warm and uplifting while Dad had been presenting Brazil to Nazarenes across the country.

Over a quickie breakfast, Pastor Bill Burch filled me in on what I had already heard concerning his people's response to the missionary challenge presented by Dr. Paul S. Rees and Dr. Paul Orjala.

The third Sunday morning, March 14, was the pastor's opportunity to assure his people that God abides, provides, and guides the congregation that believes in world evangelism.

Promise for systematic giving for missions, under the sweet moving of the Holy Spirit, were made by a total of 231 people: 24 children promising to give $455 for missions; 41 junior and senior highs promising $2,696 for missions; 13 college students promising $2,705 for missions; and 133 adults promising $81,210 for missions.

A total promise by faith of $87,066 for world missions! Not one dollar of this money was for debt reduction, salaries, or any budget of the local church's program. It is 100 percent for world evangelism.

My question to Pastor Burch was simply, "How much of this miraculous response for missions can be attributed to the spirit of revival in your church?" His reply was, "It is a part of the whole moving of the Holy Spirit upon the church."

Then Pastor Burch told me with tears in his eyes how he began the Sunday evening service with an overflow attendance by reading the poem "Divine Assurance."

Before giving his message he asked one lady to testify. Her testimony was that God had cured her of cancer. Others were interviewed; testimonies were given; the choir sang "I Believe in Miracles"; the Shoremen quartet continued with "He Touched Me." Then it was that the long altars were filled with seekers; the front benches would not hold the overflow—people were praying throughout the church.

The Long Beach Nazarenes care that millions have never heard of salvation through faith in Jesus Christ. They are sharing in systematic giving with enough money this year to operate a mission field. They are daring to trust God to help them give more for missions than three times their announced goal of $25,000 by proving the spiritual principle of systematically giving by faith.

nazarenes care!
nazarenes share!
Nazarenes dare!—Charles W. Gates, missionary on furlough from Brazil.

The Northwest European District met in Copenhagen, Denmark, March 10-11 for their assembly. Dr. and Mrs. Samuel Young were the assembly guests and leaders. Following the first service, the Youngs joined the people in celebrating the district's third birthday.

District Superintendent Ray Lunn Hance reported a year of spiritual and numerical advancement. He compared the district to a new plant, declaring that it must take root downward before it can bear fruit upward.

During the year the Haarlem, Holland, congregation was blessed with a new church building. It is a temporary structure which will be used in future home mission works in Holland.

Focus was centered on the new year, which will include the district's first youth camp. There will be the organization of a new church in Mosede, Denmark. Remodeling plans for the Rodovre, Denmark, church will be secured. A decision will be made as to where the second church in Holland will be planted.

The following individuals were elected to the district advisory board: Pastor C. Holleman, Pastor F. Morley, Dr. de Vries, and Mr. Eli Petersen.

This new and growing district continues to support and practice the theme:

"A close-view of Christ and a long-view of His work."—Ray Lunn Hance, reporter.
PICTURES
Enrich your home with this famous religious painting the Prince of Peace in your choice of three beautiful frames. Prints are variegated to give an original painting effect. Pictures are backed, include hangers and gift boxed.

PRINCE OF PEACE 16 x 20 INCHES
PX-1395 WALNUT FRAME $13.95
PX-1595 ANTIQUE GOLD FRAME 15.95
PX-1695 EARLY AMERICAN FRAME 16.95

WOOD'N ART PLAQUES
Beautiful full color illustrations mounted on solid walnut with beveled notched edges. Plaques are 3⁄8 inch thick. Back is drilled for hanging flush to the wall. Gift boxed.

WOOD'N ART PLAQUES
M-400P HEAD OF CHRIST
M-401 HEARTS DOOR
M-402 CHRIST OUR PILOT
M-403 GRACE
M-406 PRAYING HANDS
M-407 LORD'S PRAYER (DEBTS)

NAPKINS
The discriminating homemaker will want several packages to fit her entertaining schedule. Make wonderful gifts too. Luncheon size 13 1/2 inches square. Wrapped in transparent poly film.

TWO PLY EXTRA SOFT 30 per pkg.
50¢ per pkg.

U-833 U-834
U-837 U-838
U-840 U-841
U-842 U-843
U-844 U-845
U-846 U-847
U-848

BREADBOARDS
A favorite gift for the home. High quality hardwood. Back is sanded smooth with no lacquer for cutting. Front is finished with famous "Grace" picture and inscription. Size 6 x 12 inches. Gift boxed.

GI-106 GIVE US THIS DAY $1.75
GI-107P BLESS THIS HOUSE

NAPKIN AND LETTER HOLDERS
Beautiful Hamilton gold embossed finish with high lustre. Full color illustrations of Grace or Praying Hands. 4 1/2 x 4 1/2 inches. Gift boxed.

GI-410 PRAYING HANDS
GI-411 GRACE

GI-108 GIVE US THIS DAY
GI-109 BLESS THIS HOUSE
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MIRACLE CHURCH IN THE NORTHEAST

"Some have called it a miracle for the Northeast," according to Rev. Kenneth Pearssell, district superintendent of the New England District.

The home mission church in Dalton, Mass., not yet five years of age, has given birth to a new home mission church in Great Barrington, Mass.

Almost five years ago Rev. Ernest Smith, who was pastoring on the Maine District, got a burden for a new Nazarene church in western Massachusetts. The district home mission board, realizing that this area was a neglected area, since the Springfield church was the farthest church in western Massachusetts, gave approval for the new endeavor.

In the fall of 1966 the Dalton church was organized. Many friends were made in the surrounding towns as a result of the local church radio program and the extensive nursing home program.

In the fall of 1969, Rev. and Mrs. C. Alexander were appointed to the Great Barrington area to start a new church. Services were conducted in homes and a nursing home.

The district advisory board approved the purchase of a 150-year-old house that was once the Sedgwick Institute for Boys near the center of town. A loan of almost $10,000 was made possible from the Home Mission Revolving Fund, and a first mortgage was secured for the remainder.

Renovation began almost immediately and the dwelling now provides a chapel, an apartment parsonage, Sunday school rooms, and an income apartment. The new church is paying the mortgage payments and the district is paying for pastoral assistance.

Although the Dalton church gave two families for the organization, the mother church has not been hindered. On Thanksgiving Sunday the Dalton church gave over $1,000 in the world missions offering.

It is a "miracle," the birth of a new church by a home mission church, and continued growth of the mother church. The "mothering process" does not weaken, but rather it "strengthens" the mother church when all unitedly display the spirit of Christ.—Dr. R. W. Hurn, executive secretary, Department of Home Missions.

NEWS OF REVIVAL

ALTARS WERE LINED NIGHTLY in a city-wide campaign in Fort Myers, Fla. There were 40 young people saved under the dynamic preaching of Rev. Harry Muffley of Palmetto, Fla. Others received spiritual help. It was decided to repeat the city-wide effort annually.

AN IMPACT CRUSADE AT ENDICOTT (N.Y.) FIRST CHURCH combined community visitation, prayerful concern, joyous singing, good messages, and altar services into transformed lives.

Rev. Doyle Calhoun, from Rochester (N.Y.) Immanuel Church, brought the messages of the crusade. His experience in youth work was invaluable to the crusade success.

CBS TV news sent a crew to interview the team of teens from the Upstate New York District on the opening day and featured complete coverage at the 6 and 11 p.m. news telecasts. One hour of the Sunday morning service was broadcast over Station WENE.

Many spiritual victories were reported by Pastor Hay W. Patton, and the spirit continued after the series of scheduled meetings.

THE BATTLE CREEK (MICH.) PENNFIELD CHURCH saw 22 people find Christ and over 40 others receiving spiritual help during a meeting with Rev. Reinhold Barth, of Mount Prospect, Ill.

Pastor Earl Burdick reports that since the meeting 29 members have been received into the church by profession of faith.

MORE THAN 30 SEEKERS found spiritual help during a revival at the Charleston (W. Va.) Campbells Creek Church with Rev. and Mrs. Carl Prentice as evangelists. Sixteen new members were added to the church on profession of faith.

The week following the meeting, an outdoor baptism was held in below-freezing weather. Nineteen candidates were baptized.

The new members are pictured with Pastor T. Larry Davis, right.
NEW CHURCH BUILDING FOR HAARLEM, HOLLAND...
A DAY OF JOY AND THANKS

1. The Haarlem, Holland, congregation had their first service in their new church building on Sunday, November 22, with a record attendance of 170. Mr. Paul Squires, executive secretary of the Department of Youth, represented the general church and provided special music. Rev. Cor Holleman, pastor of the church from its beginning in 1967, preached. Rev. Ray Lunn Hance, district superintendent of the Northwest European District, participated in the occasion and called it "a day of joy and thanks." Featured for the first time were the children's, youth, and adult choirs.

2. The new building, which seats 175 people, has three classrooms and a kitchen. Every part of the church structure, except the foundation, is movable and will be used in the development of other churches. The land is one of the choice locations in Haarlem and has adequate room for the future construction of permanent buildings.

3. Substantial gifts from Mr. and Mrs. Harold Bell and Rev. D. Swarath of California helped secure the property and place this temporary building on it. Both Mr. Swarath and Mrs. Bell were born in Holland. The Haarlem congregation raised $3,000 for the project. The church reports continued growth, with 12 adults now attending the pastor's class preparing for church membership.

NEW CHURCHES

NORTHWESTERN OHIO, Bluffton, Ohio. Glenold Stroud, pastor. C. E. Shumake, district superintendent.


WASHINGTON PACIFIC, Shelton, Wash. Lowell Keene, pastor. Bert Daniels, district superintendent.

VITAL STATISTICS

DEATHS

ALEDA W. ANDERSON died Mar. 7 in Chicago. Funeral services were conducted by Revs. B. Dael, H. Lewis, and A. H. Kaufman. She is survived by one brother and four sisters.

MRS. IDA ALICE MAYER, 94, died Nov. 2 in Sacramento, Calif. She is survived by four sons, Dale, John, Earl, and George; four daughters, Mrs. Bertha Blair, Mrs. Lerna Stidum, Mrs. Myrtle Seku, and Mrs. Grace Howard; nine grandchildren; 11 great-grandchildren; three great-great-grandchildren; and four sisters.

MRS. DELBERT (MYRA) PALMER, 79, died Mar. 8 in Warren, Ohio. Funeral services were conducted by Rev. Will Scott. She is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Ruth Sprague and Mrs. Calvin (Rebecca) Maybury, a son, Roy W., 12 grandchildren; 14 great-grandchildren; a brother; and a sister.

CLIFTON C. DAWSON, 63, died Nov. 27 in Oklahoma City. Funeral services were conducted...
ON SCHEDULE—PROJECT TO BEAM MEDIUM-WAVE BROADCASTS TO RED CHINA. Plans are rapidly taking shape for construction of a 250,000-watt medium-wave radio station to be directed toward Red China, according to Robert Bowman, president of the Far East Broadcasting Company in Whittier, Calif.

The facility is "phase one" of a million-dollar undertaking of the company. A similar station will be constructed on Luzon in the Philippines.

BLAIR IN PARIS TO FACE CONG REPRESENTATIVES. Rev. Charles Blair, senior pastor of Calvary Temple in Denver, one of the nation's largest evangelical churches, left March 3 for Paris to see the North Vietnamese representatives there.

Blair is one of 10 Colorado citizens invited to form a "Colorado Cares" delegation. The group delivered an estimated 250,000 letters written by Coloradans pleading the cause of America's POW's in North Vietnam.

The "Colorado Cares" delegation includes a lawyer, a housewife, businessmen, and students. They left at noon, but Blair chose to remain in Denver until after a special prayer service at his church in behalf of the mission that night.

Thursday and Friday were spent in press conferences and briefings in Washington, D.C., before their flight to Paris on Friday night.

Mr. Blair, only minister in the delegation, is pleased to have a part. He says that, regardless of feelings about the war in Vietnam, all Christians should be concerned about humane treatment of prisoners and do what they can to relieve their suffering.

"JESUS MOVEMENT" FLOURISHES IN BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA. The spiritual awakening that has caught the west coast of the U.S. in its grip has hit Vancouver, Canada, hard, according to Russell Griggs, director of the Jesus People Army.

"In six months God has moved mightily," he said. "The same revival of true Christianity that has turned California, Oregon, and Washington upside down is pouring into Canada and has swept Vancouver, Chilliwack, Mission, Edmonton, and many other towns in its path."

Griggs said there are now more than 12 Christian communes in the city and three free coffeehouses. He said high schools and universities have active prayer groups each morning, and churches are striving to regain a vital function in the community.

CHIANG WARNS RED CHINA WOULD "DOOM" THE U.N. President Chiang Kai-shek, leader of the Nationalist China government in exile in Taipai, Formosa, has warned that a Communist Chinese membership in the United Nations would spell the doom of the world organization.

"If given a chance, Chiang said, Peking "will do everything within its power to sabotage this world organization."

He said his government will do its utmost in trying to keep the Communist Chinese out.

TRUEBLOOD CALLS FOR DECISION MAKERS. There is a great need today for opinion makers and decision makers, widely known Speaker and Author D. Elton Trueblood told more than 450 people in Oklahoma City, Okla.

Addressing a "Convocation on Small Groups" sponsored by the United Methodist Board of Evangelism in cooperation with the South Central Jurisdiction and Oklahoma Conference, Dr. Trueblood urged the churchmen to engage in a "ministry of multiplication" which he described as a strategy for mission in which committed Christians serve as leaving agents for chain-reaction proclamation and change in today's world.
Please give a full explanation of Romans 8:29-30 for the benefit of the young people of our church. This is very important to us.

I strongly urge that you buy or borrow a copy of Volume 8 of the Beacon Bible Commentary and read the excellent extended treatment there by Dr. William Greathouse.

While you do not say just what in these verses puzzles your young people, I would suspect it is either the idea that God "foreknows" or, more probably, the term predestinate.

Foreknowledge here means at least God's knowledge from all eternity of the conditions of salvation for sinful people through Christ, His Son.

Historically, there have been two theories as to what "predestinate" means. The word itself signifies "to mark out beforehand, to define the limits of."

Calvin and his followers argued that predestination was God's choice of the individuals He would save.

Arminius and his followers, taking the original meaning of the term, held that to predestinate means "to make provision beforehand" for the salvation of all who by faith receive Christ as their personal Saviour.

Calvin's interpretation runs directly counter to the score or more of Scripture invitations that promise salvation to "whosoever will." Calvinists add, "But you won't 'will' unless you are one of the elect."

Arminius' interpretation not only does full justice to the "election" and "predestination" passages in the Bible; it also accepts the face value of the "whosoever will" passages.

Just as surely as Calvin's, the view of Arminius is that salvation is totally by grace as the free gift of God. A gift is still a gift when you reach out and take it, fully as much as it would be if it were smuggled into your pocket without your knowledge.

According to Acts 19, John's baptism of repentance was not adequate for the new disciples at Ephesus, so they were baptized again "in the name of the Lord Jesus." Does this mean that our Lord's disciples and the 120 in the Upper Room, who presumably were baptized with John's baptism of repentance, were baptized the second time?

I was baptized and received into membership in another church when I was a small boy, but was not really converted until many years later as an adult. About a year after my conversion, I was sanctified wholly and am enjoying a clear experience of full salvation today. Is a second water baptism "in order" for such experiences as mine?

To answer your last question first, and in recognition that some of my friends with baptismic backgrounds will wash me out as a consequence, my answer would be, "No."

The mainstream of Christendom has held from the earliest centuries that water baptism administered in any mode in the name of Christ is not to be repeated, whatever the subsequent religious history of the individual might be. I believe this is biblical.

I say "mainstream" because there are now groups that will not extend Communion to any who have not been baptized by their own ministers in their own way.

It seems to me too large a presumption to assume that the Lord's disciples and the 120 in the Upper Room had not been baptized in the name of Christ. John 4:1-2 tells us that "Jesus made and baptized more disciples than John, (though Jesus himself baptized not, but his disciples)."

The rebaptism of the disciples at Ephesus served to identify their faith as disciples (Acts 19:1) as a true Christian faith before they were filled with the Holy Spirit.

How tall was Goliath? What are the English equivalents of the weight of his armor?

The Berkeley Version of 1 Samuel 17:4-7 gives Goliath's measurements as "over nine feet tall, wearing a bronze helmet and armed with a bronze coat of mail that weighed two hundred pounds... and the head of his iron spear weighed twenty-five pounds."

He was evidently built in proportion to his height.
LAY MISSIONARIES:
JEAN AND BETTY KNUTSON

Are you involved? Busy? Rushed? Tired?

"Yes!" comes the coast-to-coast American echo.

Yet in the undercurrent of national living there is the cry, "No one cares about me. No one is doing anything for me."

And who is this "me"? Blacks? Whites? Minorities? The establishment? The anti-establishment? The poor? The unemployed? The sick? The urbanite? The suburbanite?

The Church strives to answer these pleas for help, but those who cry refuse to listen to words. They want action. The Church can speak the answer, but only her Christians can live that answer.

"Seeking God's direction in our lives is not new to us," Jean Knutson said. "Six years ago my wife, our five children, and I were living in a comfortable rural town in Peters- burg, Tex. A restlessness struck us that was as impelling as that which lures the teen-ager from his comfortable home today and thrusts him into a hippie camp. The restlessness repeated, Go ye . . . and tell."

Jean was a principal and Betty a teacher. Both of them were active in the small Peters burg church. Both were sensitive to God's leadings.

The restlessness that stirred the Knutsons continued and a compelling pressed them to find a place that needed them as urgently as they needed to serve.

At the General Assembly held in Portland, Ore., they talked with Dr. George Coulter, then secretary of World Missions, concerning God's dealing with them. Dr. Coulter recom- mended they consider work among the needy American Indians.

The Easter holidays from public school in 1965 gave Jean and Betty the opportunity they needed to visit the Navajo Indian work in Ramah, N.M.

The high desert of Ramah was a painter's paradise and the Knutsons were drawn to its natural beauty as well as to the sensitive Navajos they met.

Bill Toledo, the mission interpreter, watched their car as it drove among the hogans. To his surprise, it stopped in front of his home. He went out to meet the visitors and welcomed them to the mission. The resident missionary was away at the time.

Jean began immediately to explain to Bill Toledo the reason for their visit. "We have driven out here to talk with the mission workers and ask if you could use us. We can both teach and help ourselves financially. We can come as soon as school closes this spring."

Bill was momentarily stunned. Then believing tears replaced astonishment as he studied the earnest couple standing before him. "Need you!" He swallowed hard. "We have been pleading with the Lord to send someone—just anyone—that could help us."

The Knutsons were never to forget the flow of confidence that surged through them. This was the place. Here they were needed as desperately as they needed to serve.

In the summer the seven Knutsons moved to Ramah. They began work through the Sunday school, NYPS, and developing a children's Caravan program. They applied for public school positions and both were hired for the fall semester.

The following year Jean was offered an assistant principal's position in one of the junior high schools of Gallup, just 40 miles away.

"It appeared imperative that I accept the position," Jean recalled. "As usual we prayed for the Lord to lead. I did accept the position and we moved to Gallup."

The Knutsons told District Superintendent Harold Morris of their plans to move to Gallup. He was immediately interested in beginning a home mission church there if the Knutsons were willing to help. The Knutsons were.

Once again the Knutsons launched their lives on a flow of faith and service. Betty took a teaching posi- tion and in September school started, and the Gallup Church of the Naza- rene.

"Some miracles were still happen- ing in modern times," Jean rejoiced. "Gallup church and her 24 charter members are a testimony to this. Rev. Charles Ives, our pastor, not only supervised building the church, but worked day and night pastoring. In four years our membership has risen to 120 and the church is well- established."

The way is again open for the Knutsons to return to Ramah. In June, Jean Knutson assumed the duties of mission administrator.

Betty smiled warmly and began, "I want to share a modern-day miracle at Ramah. It is about a Navajo named Guy Jim."

"Guy Jim had been attending the mission regularly. He testified to being a Christian just as regularly. On the miracle Sunday we were stunned to see Guy Jim weeping his way to the altar. There he confessed the misery of his double life. He had two wives and separate families. To support both he had begun selling bootleg liquor."

"With the strength only God can provide, Guy Jim returned home to gather all the liquor he had hidden in his hogan. He drove with a Chris- tian friend out to the red cliffs on the desert. There in ceremony, trem- bling with conviction, Guy Jim flung the bottles against the cliffs and cried, 'It's over. I can live for God now,' And Guy Jim has."

The couple, Betty and Jean Knut- son, are living the answer for the troubled people of America. As lay missionaries in New Mexico they are meeting accused indifference with compassionate action. And they are doing it with five children.—WAULEA RENEGAR, Fort Worth.

Pro: "Compassionate Evangelism"

I would like to express apprecia- tion for the meaningful articles you have put in the Herald lately. I have been pleased to note a constant im- provement in the quality of the en- tire magazine.

I am home all day and read the complete magazine; then I lay out especially good articles for my busy husband to read.

It encourages and thrills us to read that others are feeling the chal- lenge to take Christ to sinners in the host of ways open to us. I was moved to write after reading "Compassionate Evangelism in a Frag- mented Society," by Andrew G. Hammers, in your March 17 edition.

My husband and I found real truth and help in this article, as we have in some others previously printed. Please keep articles of this type coming.

We enjoy "Dimension," by Darrell Luther, and feel there is a definite need for this kind of article.

We want to be disturbed from our comfortable pew, challenged to act upon our faith, and inspired to see the limitless possibilities for disciples of Christ today.

—KAREN REUST
Ontario, Canada
THE MINISTRY OF THE CRADLE ROLL

Guidelines for the total program of the Cradle Roll. Methods of making home contacts, involving non-church parents, using specialized materials are presented—all with the goal of transferring the child to the nursery class in the Sunday school, Illustrated.

With the far-reaching effect of the Cradle Roll on all areas of the Church this book deserves the reading attention of every member. 87 pages. Paper.

$1.50

*MEMBERSHIP OPEN TO EVERYONE WHO:
1. Reads at least one article a month in the "Church School Builder"
2. Reads at least two books a year selected from these five titles

A MUST FOR YOUR CHurch LIBRARY

GENERAL ADMINISTRATION

BETTER BULLETIN BOARDS
By Jeannette Wienecke
A "how to" book for using your bulletin board as an effective teaching aid. Unique and practical suggestions include styles, three-dimensional displays, animated boards, variety of items available, pupil participation, and filing of ideas and materials. Illustrated. 72 pages. Paper.

$1.95

YOUTH AND ADULT

40 WAYS TO TEACH IN GROUPS
By Martha Leypoldt
Presents current accepted principles of group dynamics. All of the 40 methods and the functions of the leader and group members are clearly described with the help of diagrams. Special emphasis is given to the particular values and possibilities of this learning approach. 125 pages. Paper.

$2.50

CHILDREN

PRESESSION ACTIVITIES WITH CHILDREN
By Betty Robertson
Here is a book that is concerned with the proper use of time for children arriving before the regular Sunday school session. Things to do and make are mentioned, but priority is focused on the importance of making preparations part of the learning and teaching process. 63 pages. Paper.

$1.25

FAMILY LIFE

EASY TO LIVE WITH
By Leslie Parrott
Problems most commonly experienced are discussed and many constructive pointers offered on ways to cope with personality conflicts. Although the main theme is on how to work on yourself, considerable insight can be gained in understanding others. 128 pages. Paper.

$1.25

AN $8.45 VALUE FOR ONLY $7.60

Prices slightly higher outside the continental United States

Order a Complete Set at a SAVINGS
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IN CANADA: 1592 Bloor Street, West, Toronto 9, Ontario
"He Is Risen" was the theme for a seven-week attendance effort between the Missouri and Illinois districts. Five hundred seventy people packed the Heritage House in St. Louis for a dinner presentation of the spring drive, February 15.

(Continued from page 23)

CANON CITY (COLO.) FIRST CHURCH burned its mortgage for the church, fellowship hall, and parsonage in a special service early this year. The church building was completed in 1953 and the fellowship hall in 1961.

District Superintendent M. Harold Daniels, Colorado District, brought the message for the mortgage-burning service. Among the special guests participating during the celebration was Rev. J. A. Phillips, former pastor of the Canon City church.

A capacity crowd watched Mr. Ed Tice, one of the church's leading laymen, as he ignited the mortgage papers. Mr. Tice had challenged the congregation with the project, which resulted in the final $6,000 toward indebtedness being raised in two months.

Since the mortgage-burning service, the Sunday school is showing a 40 percent gain in attendance. A new parsonage fund was started and the church board introduced plans for future growth. Rev. Ronald D. Crossley is pastor.

MRS. WANDA STALEY, Pastor's Wife of Selinsgrove, Pa., was the first to be featured in a new series by the Sunbury, Pa., Daily Item newspaper. The article credited Mrs. Staley for her role as teacher, housewife, mother, and minister's wife.

The responsibilities of each major role were considered in the news story and a caption under a picture taken in a classroom setting summed up the evaluation of the writer, Carol Hunt—"Mrs. Wanda Staley of Selinsgrove has many roles in life—and fills them well."

MR. CHARLES BROCKWAY, member of Twin Falls (Idaho) First Church, was elected president of the Magic Valley Chapter, Idaho Society of Professional Engineers, for the year 1971. In addition to his civic responsibility, Mr. Brockway is active in his local church, where he serves as a trustee, secretary of the church board, and teacher of the young adult Sunday school class.

Missionary Nurse Linda Spalding, Bolivia, South America, standing at left in photo, is shown receiving one of eight boxes of medical supplies presented by Mrs. Paul Schanstrom as a donation from the Denver Lakewood Church. The presentation was made in front of the clinic at the Nazarene Bible Institute in La Paz.

Pictured is part of the junior Sunday school class of the Nome, Alaska, church. The picture shows some of the students with Missionary Stephen Beals inside an ice house which the class built last fall. Class members are seated on reindeer skins. Teachers of the class are Mr. Beals and Mrs. Angela Cox, wife of Major Louis T. Cox, stationed at Nome. Included in the class enrollment are Eskimo, Indian, Negro, and Caucasian students. Parents of the Eskimo children have come from seven villages including Little Diomede and St. Lawrence Islands. One hundred percent of the children of army personnel stationed at Nome the past four years have attended the Nazarene church. Attendance of the class averages 15 to 20.

CHURCH TREASURERS

Your promptness in mailing the EASTER OFFERING will speed the money where it is needed.

Send to:
Dr. Norman D. Miller
General Treasurer
6401 The Paseo
Kansas City, Mo. 64131
WRITERS' CONFERENCE SCHEDULED

The biannual Nazarene Writers' Conference for 1971 has been scheduled for Mid-America Nazarene College, Olathe, Kans., near Kansas City, August 16-18, 1971.

The conference is sponsored by the Nazarene Publishing House, and will include three highly qualified resource people on its staff as lecturers and workshop leaders: Lois Horton Young, Baltimore, Md., a specialist in writing for children and writing curriculum materials; Norman Rohrer, La Canada, Calif., director of the Christian Writer's Guild and executive secretary of the Evangelical Press Association; and Eldon Rawlings, Syracuse, N.Y., instructor in journalism at Syracuse University, formerly managing editor of the Herald of Holiness.

The conference will feature lectures, seminars, and small-group writing workshops dealing with children's material, fiction, and general writing for Christian publications.

Registration for the three-day meet will be by application only. The nominal registration fee of $10.00 will include room, board, and tuition for the conference.

Those interested in attending may write for application forms. Address: Writers' Conference, 6401 The Pas- seo, Kansas City, Mo. 64131.

Left to right, Rev. Manual Chacier, Fairhaven, Mass.; Rev. Paul Soto, El Reno, Okla.; Rev. Warren Rogers, North Highlands, Calif.; Executive Secretary Ray Hurn, Department of Home Missions; Rev. Jose Rodriguez, San Antonio; and Rev. Alberto Espada-Mattia, Edison, N.J. These men met as members of the Interracial Committee in Kansas City, April 1 and 2, at the call of Dr. Hurn, representing Nazarene work in the continental United States among Cape Verdians, American Indians, American Negroes, Spanish Americans, and Puerto Ricans. The committee discussed plans for enlarging the church's ministry to cultural minorities. Also included on the committee were General Board members: Mrs. Rhoda Olsen, Dr. Harvey Galoway, Dr. Glenn McArthur, Dr. Raymond McClung, and Dr. Ray Hance; and Executive Secretary E. S. Phillips, Department of World Missions.

Dr. W. Shelburne Brown, president of Pasadena College, Pasadena, Calif.; Pasadena Mayor Walter Benedict; the college head librarian, Prof. Esther Schandorff; and chairman of the Board of Trustees, Dr. L. Guy Nees, pause during the dedication ceremony of the new library on March 9, 1971.

The new $1,250,000 facility will have 200,000 volumes and has many technological improvements for multi-media retrieval and learning.

In President Brown's dedicatory remarks to a crowd of 1,500, he paid high tribute to Nazarenes on the Southwest Educational Zone who participated in the capital fund campaign, thus making possible the fine addition to the life of the college.

The relocation of Columbia (S.C.) First Church was completed in April, 1970. The new facilities were dedicated later in the year by District Superintendent Otto Stuck (South Carolina District) and Pastor W. E. Latham. The congregation was organized in May, 1934, under the leadership of Rev. C. M. "Red" Kelly.
I worked for 35 years at an industrial plant where I was the designated storekeeper who purchased and dispensed supplies. Therefore I came into contact with practically every one of the employees. I used to take advantage of the opportunities which were afforded to talk to them about God, the church, and salvation.

One man in particular, Wesley B., laughed at me and told me how foolish I was to believe in such things. He was as rough and ungodly as they come. In fact he had been chased out of the state of Tennessee for his illegal whiskey operations, and told to never return. He said he had no place for God and religion in his life.

Men come and go in a place like that and so it happened that I never noticed the fact that I had not seen Wes for a long time. And then I heard that he was sick and had taken a leave of absence.

One day a friend of mine came to my home and remarked that he had dropped by to see Wes and that he had asked him to invite me to come see him at his home in the country. I went that very evening and found my rough friend seriously ill of an incurable disease. They had dismissed him from the hospital as being beyond medical help.

I shall never forget how he greeted me. "Roch," he said, "the doctor tells me that I am going to die, and I'm not ready to die. Can you help me to get ready?"

I asked for a Bible and read to him some passages which were pertinent to salvation. He said that the only part of the Bible he ever remembered hearing was the fourteenth chapter of St. John, so I read that and had prayer with him. After instructing him about repenting and believing in order to be saved I left, promising that I would return the next evening. I went back every evening after work for the next 10 days, read the Bible to him, and prayed with him. I encouraged him to pray for himself, but he found it hard to believe that God could forgive him for all the mean things that he had done.

One evening as we prayed, it seemed that the Holy Spirit was especially near. As I rose from my knees at the side of his bed, his wife, her sister, and the brother-in-law were in tears. Wes looked up at me and said, "You don't need to pray for me anymore. It's all fixed up now."

Two evenings later when I called, his wife told me that Wes had passed away during the night, but not before he had told her that he was going to heaven and had asked her to tell me he would be waiting for me there. After the funeral, the brother-in-law, who was almost as ungodly as Wes had been, told me privately that if he ever "got religion" he wanted the kind I had. What a glorious privilege to be a witness for our Lord!

—R. L. HIGHT
Carl Junction, Mo.